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In the future, astronauts will be sent into space for longer durations of time compared 
to previous missions. The increased risk of exposure to ionizing radiation, such as 
Galactic Cosmic Rays and Solar Particle Events, is of great concern. Consequently, 
steps must be taken to ensure astronaut safety by providing adequate shielding. 
The shielding and exposure of space travelers is controlled by the transport prop-
erties of the radiation through the spacecraft, its onboard systems and the bodies 
of the individuals themselves. Meeting the challenge of future space programs will 
therefore require accurate and efficient methods for performing radiation transport 
calculations to analyze and predict shielding requirements. One such method, which 
is developed in this dissertation, is based on a three dimensional Green's function 
solution technique for the transport of heavy ions in both laboratory and space. 
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MeV Megaelectron volt 
GeV Gigaelectron volt 
SPE Solar Particle Event 
GCR Galactic Cosmic Ray 
A, Atomic mass of a type j ion, amu 
E Ion kinetic energy, MeV/amu 
H(x) Heaviside function 
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Pj(E) Total survival probability 
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ajk(fl, fi', E, E') Double differential production cross section, 
(cm-sr-MeV/amu) ~l 
cr3k{E) Total cross section, cm - 1 
fE{E,E') Energy Distribution, (MeV/amu) -1 
/n(fi , ft', E') Angular Dis t r ibut ion, s r _ 1 
</>fc(x, ST, E') Flux of type k ions 
mp Rest mass of a pro ton 
7 L Fragment Lorentz factor 
[3L Fragment b e t a factor 
7fc Projectile Lorentz factor 
(3k Projectile beta factor 
a || Fragment momentum width 
Es Energy downshift 
* Flux column vector 
CI Direction of propagation 
Q Quadrature operator 
L Linear Transport operator 
H Fragmentation or collision operator 
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1.1 NASA SPACE EXPLORATION 
The vast unknowns of deep space have always fascinated the human race. Ever 
since humans began to document their daily activities, drawings detailing space and 
the alignment of the planets have been discovered. One specific civilization that 
was entranced by astronomy and cosmology was that of the Maya. Their calendars 
and how they conducted their daily lives were based on their observations of the 
movement of the planets. As time progressed, history continued to reveal that 
humans continued to wonder about the discoveries that could be made about Earth 
and our universe through the exploration of space. During the Cold War, this 
fascination became a reality with the first human space missions. The first of which 
was conducted by the Soviet Union in 1961 when Yuri Gagarin orbited the Earth. 
The United States then followed when Alan Shepard conducted the first suborbital 
flight by an American in 1961. Many more orbital flights followed after this point. 
The 1960s brought a change of reality regarding the limits of human travel in space. 
In 1969, as part of the Apollo space mission, Neil Armstrong became the first 
person to walk on the moon. This was and is the farthest distance that a human has 
travelled away from Earth, approximately a quarter million miles. In total, there 
have been twelve men to reach the Moon's surface during the Apollo missions [1]. 
After the 1960s, the numbers of manned flights to space dropped off dramatically. 
So far, the longest single manned spaceflight was conducted by Valeriy Polyakov 
in 1994 in which he spend 803 days, 9 hours, and 39 seconds (approximately 2.2 
years) in space. Recently, since President Bush's address to the country regarding 
sending humans "to the moon and beyond", there has been another push for space 
exploration. 
With this exploration, scientists at NASA are now beginning to look seriously 
at the health risks to humans that will travel in the upcoming missions, which are 
proposed to be of a much longer duration than previous missions. In his speech, 
President Bush considered the idea of setting up a space base on the surface of the 
This dissertation follows the style of Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research B: 
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moon by 2020 and also sending a crew to Mars. The round-trip duration of the trip 
to Mars alone would take about three years. Many scientists have been concerned 
with the health effects of these long term flights. According to one article, scientists 
have "...identified 55 threats, from radiation-induced cancers to depression" [2]. The 
threat that is the topic of discussion in this dissertation is that of ionizing radiation-
induced cancer. NASA is currently running experiments and setting up models to 
predict the amount of radiation exposure to the astronauts using a variety of different 
materials for shielding purposes. "The effectiveness of shielding is extremely sensitive 
to an understanding of the biological mechanisms by which radiation affects human 
health and performance" [3]. I will first discuss the types of radiation that these space 
travelers will be exposed to, and then I will outline the history of the transport codes 
that emerged in order to model the transport of this radiation through materials. 
1.2 COSMIC RAYS 
Data from satellites have enabled scientists to categorize the types of radiation that 
will be encountered in space. The collection of penetrating particles from space are 
defined as cosmic rays. There are three main categories of cosmic rays that are 
of concern for human exposure. The three are galactic cosmic rays (GCR), solar 
particle events (SPE), and the radiation inside Earth's geomagnetic radiation belts. 
A majority of space radiation consists of energetic electrons, protons, and alpha 
particles. Within the Earth's radiation belts, protons are the most abundant in 
the low altitudes and electrons in the higher altitudes. Therefore, the electrons are 
subjected to variations induced by the space weather changes (solar plasma). A more 
detailed discussion of the exact composition will follow. 
Cosmic rays have been studied for more than a century now. One of the first 
people to come up with a theory related to cosmic rays was Major General Edward 
Sabine in 1852 when he hypothesized a connection between magnetic storms and 
sunspots [4]. Later on, in 1903, S.P. Thompson suggested that charged particles 
originating on the Sun arrive to the Earth as highly penetrating radiation. Following 
this, the first experimental observation about these theories came in 1912 when Victor 
Hess conducted a balloon experiment to discover that the electroscope discharged 
faster the higher the balloon went in the atmosphere [4]. Specifically, he found that 
the electric presence was four times greater at 16,000 feet than at sea level. Upon 
conducting this experiment, Hess explained his results by claiming that this was 
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evidence that "a radiation of very high penetrating power enters the atmosphere 
from above" [4]. His experiment led many other people to explore the intensity of 
the radiation and to develop conjectures on where it was coming from. However, 
measurements at high altitudes could not be obtained in those early years, so Robert 
Millikan proposed an interesting idea as an alternative to measure the ionization that 
takes place in the atmosphere. In 1928, he hypothesized that cosmic rays were created 
during the synthesis of heavy elements from hydrogen. He was able to improve 
the detection technology and began to take measurements of the ionization with 
instruments that were lowered in mountain lakes at different depths. He wanted 
to reveal the origin of cosmic rays by looking at the energy of the rays. It was 
hypothesized that since the total thickness of the atmosphere corresponds to only 
about ten meters of water, that his measurements in water would determine the 
absorption length of the cosmic radiation [4]. However, it turns out that cosmic rays 
have different absorption lengths in the atmosphere than in water. 
At this point, classical electrodynamics and electromagnetic cascade theory were 
gaining the interest and attention of the physics community. In 1929, Dimitry Sko-
belzyn discovered cosmic ray induced showers by using cloud chambers. He observed 
that an incoming particle ionized the material in the chamber and made the particle 
track visible. This led to the discovery of many new subatomic particles. Also, in 
the same year, American rocket pioneer, Robert Goddard installed instruments for 
detecting space radiation in rockets. These two individuals, among others, began a 
great era of charged particle detection. 
The next detection instrument was the Geiger-Muller (G-M) counter, which gave 
a pulse after a charged particle would pass through it. These counters led to the 
implication that cosmic rays were composed of energetic, charged particles. This 
observation was made by Werner Kolhrster and Walther Bothe in 1930 when they 
used two G-M counters with a gold brick that was 4.1 cm thick and only found a 24 
percent decrease in the particles that were entering versus those that were leaving 
[4, 5]. 
During the 1950s and 1960s, the design of particle accelerators and detectors 
improved greatly. In fact, in 1958, the United States launched their first satellite. 
Inside this satellite, the Explorer 1, was a G-M tube. The data that was obtained from 
this satellite allowed James Van Allen to conclude that the Earth was surrounded by 
intense belts of trapped radiation [4, 5]. 
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The improvements in detectors and accelerators were followed by the development 
of models of the cosmic rays acceleration mechanism. A combination of all the results 
up to this led to the creation of the standard model of cosmic rays [5]. 
1.3 COMPOSITION OF COSMIC RAYS 
Cosmic rays are composed of 85 percent protons, 13 percent alpha particles, and 
about 2 percent of electrons and nuclei of lithium, boron, carbon, oxygen, all the 
way up to tin [6]. The most abundant particles, such as H, He, C, O, and Fe are 
known as primary (naturally abundant) particles. Primary cosmic rays are particles 
that are accelerated (generated) at astrophysical sources [6]. Other particles such 
as Li, Be, B, and Sc are known as secondary particles and are less abundant [5], 
Secondary particles are produced in the interaction of the primary particles with 
interstellar gas [6]. 
Collectively these charged particles are called galactic cosmic rays (GCR). GCR 
is always present in interstellar space, and the intensity of the GCR is modulated 
by the solar cycle, during which the Sun's magnetic field varies approximately every 
eleven years. This type of radiation originates from unknown parts of the galaxy and 
contains energetic charged particles ranging from hydrogen to tin. These particles 
can penetrate many of the materials that are now being used to make a spacecraft. 
They produce fragments that can penetrate even deeper into most materials, and 
could pose a threat to the health and safety of astronauts. This fact makes shielding 
against GCR a challenging problem. 
SPEs consist of high-intensity ionizing radiation from the Sun, which also varies 
with the solar cycle. They occur most frequently during periods of intense sunspot 
activity. They consist of mainly energetic protons and to a lesser degree alpha parti-
cles. In most cases, SPEs are short lived, but are temporally unpredictable. There-
fore, the problem that SPEs pose is not only the penetration of the types of shielding 
used to construct the spacecrafts or the thickness of these shields, but knowing when 
an SPE will occur so that astronauts can ensure that they will be inside the spacecraft 
at the time of occurrence. 
The particles that are radiated by the Sun travel through the solar wind (as 
depicted by figure 1, courtesy of [7]) and reach close to Earth with velocities of 
300 to 1000 km/s. The corresponding flux of these particles is approximately 1.2 x 
108 cm_ 2s_ 1 . SPE that arrive at the Earth are made up of 98 percent protons 
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with energies between 1-100 MeV, but for an energetic SPE these particles can have 
energies of approximately 1 GeV or greater. These particles are blocked from entering 
the Earth by the ionosphere and subsequent layers of the atmosphere. 
lAAGIVETOS^ERE BOUNDARY 
FIGURE 1: Interplanetary Magnetic Field 
Solar particles can originate from two processes: a solar flare site on the Sun be-
coming energized or by shock waves associated with Coronal Mass Ejections (ejection 
of material from the solar corona). The latter only accounts for about one percent of 
strong solar particles. However, these are the ones that are of primary interest due to 
the release of massive quantities of matter (mostly protons) above the Sun's surface, 
with proton energies often up to 1 GeV, following a broad spectral distribution of 
proton ejection density in the range of 106 to 1012 particles/(MeV-cm2-event). There 
are also two accelerating mechanisms for these particles. These are diffuse shock 
acceleration (Fermi acceleration) and shock-drift mechanism, in which particles gain 
energy by drifting in the induced field along the shock surface. These accelerated 
particles can penetrate the Earth's magnetic field. In fact, due to extreme energies of 
strong solar flare events, protons can penetrate through the Earth's magnetosphere 
and upper atmosphere layer, the ionosphere. These energetic protons are guided to 
where the magnetic field lines enter and exit where they collide with the atmosphere 
and release energy through ionization. These types of events can cause disruption 
to electrical grids, radio communications, and can cause an increase in the neutron 
count on ground level neutron detectors. 
On the subject of cosmic rays, it is worth noting that particles that are created 
and accelerated in deep space by supernovas may eventually reach the solar system. 
On the way, the cosmic ray protons will be scattered in the magnetic fields that they 
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cross and will slowly diffuse. Protons will produce gamma rays through the decay 
of neutral pions generated in inelastic interactions of cosmic rays with interstellar 
matter. Gamma rays are also produced by electrons in bremsstrahlung (stopping 
radiation), in which charged particles interact with the electromagnetic field of the 
atomic nuclei and generate photons. The electrons will also interact with the mag-
netic fields, the rest of the radiation fields, and matter. 
One model that demonstrates the particle diffusion in the galaxy is called the 
leaky box approximation. This approximation assumes that the galaxy is uniformly 
filled with energetic particles that have been trapped for a long time and the particles 
that escape from the galaxy are classified by how much they leak or diffuse out of the 
'box'. Through this diffusion, is it assumed that the particles interact with galactic 
matter and radiation fields to produce gamma rays [5]. 
Once inside the solar system, the particles will be modulated by the solar wind. 
Solar wind is defined to be the expanding plasma that is generated in the solar 
corona, which has a temperature of about 106 Kelvin. It decelerates the incoming 
particles, which keeps the lower energy GCR from reaching the inner parts of the 
solar system. The solar magnetic field is stationary and is forced outward from the 
Sun. Since the field is attached to the Sun and the Sun rotates, the movement leads 
to the rotation of the magnetic field, which creates an Archimedian spiral as depicted 
in figure 2 (courtesy of [8]). This geometry, as well as the solar activity level, has a 
great influence on the flux of GCR. 
FIGURE 2: Archimedian Spiral generated by the solar wind 
The Earth is protected from cosmic rays by the different layers of atmosphere, 
namely the ionosphere, heliosphere, and the geomagnetic field. When primary cos-
mic rays interact with the atmosphere or other materials, they produce fluxes of 
secondary, tertiary, and higher generation particles. 
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1.4 RADIATION TRANSPORT 
During the last fifty years, the transport of ions through various materials has been 
studied in depth by many scientists both within and outside of NASA. Specifically, 
the topic of radiation physics encompasses a wide range of particles from electrons 
and photons to heavy ions like iron. Its implications traverse across many disciplines 
such as medical and engineering. Of particular interest to NASA is the transport of 
heavy ions. 
The exposure of space travelers to ionizing radiation is determined by the trans-
port properties of the radiation throughout the spacecraft, such as its onboard sys-
tems and the bodies of the individuals themselves. Meeting the challenge of future 
space programs will therefore require accurate and efficient methods for performing 
radiation transport calculations to determine and verify shielding requirements. Ac-
cording to a recent National Research Council Report [3], predictions derived from 
radiation transport calculations need to be tested using a common code for laboratory 
and space measurements that have been validated with accelerator results. 
Beginning in the 1950s, as computational tools began to become more efficient, 
high energy transport codes began to emerge. The first of which was developed 
by Oak Ridge National Lab in 1962 and was called HETC (High Energy Transport 
Code) [9]. This Monte Carlo (statistical) code combined nuclear elastic and inelastic 
interactions, as well as the decay and interactions of atomic particles. It evaluated 
the transport of particles with atomic mass of one (protons and neutrons). Follow-
ing this other codes emerged such as MARS, which is also a Monte Carlo code for 
the inclusive and exclusive simulation of three-dimensional hadronic and electromag-
netic cascades, muons, heavy-ion and low-energy neutron transport in accelerators, 
detectors, spacecraft, and shielding components. MARS was released in October 
of 1974 and was primarily used for calculations in particle accelerators [10]. Other 
Monte Carlo codes that have been developed include FLUKA [9] and MCNPX [9]. 
In contrast to Monte Carlo codes, there is a class of deterministic codes of which the 
most well known is the HZETRN [11]. HZETRN is a deterministic high charge and 
energy (HZE) transport code that was developed at NASA Langley. It solves the 
one-dimensional Boltzmann transport equation for charged and neutral particles by 
employing the straight-ahead and continuous slowing down approximations (CSDA) 
for charged particles. 
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The transport codes discussed above have a number of advantages and disad-
vantages. No one code meets the needs of everyone. Monte Carlo codes tend to 
be computationally inefficient and can require a lot of time even when evaluating 
relatively simple problems. In addition, it has been noted in [12] that traditional 
numerical solution methods for the Boltzmann transport equation are best suited 
for space radiations where the energy spectra are smooth over large energy intervals, 
and less suited for the simulation of laboratory beams, which exhibit large spectral 
variation over a very limited energy domain and large energy derivative. As a re-
sult, codes based on these methods are not readily validated by comparison with 
laboratory experiments. 
Based on these studies, Wilson and colleagues [12, 13] identified the Green's 
function technique as the likely means of generating efficient high charge and en-
ergy (HZE) shielding codes that are suitable for space engineering analysis and are 
also capable of being validated in laboratory experiments. In consequence, a labo-
ratory code designed to simulate the transport of heavy ions through a single layer 
of material was developed [12, 14]. It was based on a Green's function model as a 
perturbation series with non-perturbative corrections. The code was validated for 
single layer targets and then extended to handle multi-layer targets [15, 16, 17]. 
This early code used a scale factor to equate range-energy relations of one material 
thickness into an equivalent amount of another material, and proceeded to perform 
the transport calculations in the new material [18]. While this method has proven 
to be acceptable using low-resolution detectors [16, 19], it is not an accurate reflec-
tion of different material properties and is unsuited for high-resolution measurements. 
Lacking from the prior solutions were range and energy straggling, multiple Coulomb 
scattering, and energy downshift and dispersion associated with nuclear events. In 
recent publications [20, 21], it has been shown how these effects can be incorporated 
into the multiple fragmentation perturbation series leading to the development of a 
new Green's function code GRNTRN (a GReeN's function code for ion beam TRaNs-
port). GRNTRN has proven to be accurate in modeling ion beams for a single layer 
of material [19, 22, 23], and has been extended to handle multiple layers [23]. Unlike 
the earlier Green's function code, the multi-layer GRNTRN code does not make use 
of range scaling, but instead transports ions through the target layer by layer. It 
however does not account for the angular dispersion of the projectile or target. This 
implies that the code is purely one dimensional since it is based on a solution of the 
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Boltzmann transport equation that makes use of the straight-ahead approximation. 
In order to remove the one dimensional limitation, it will be necessary to develop a 
fully three dimensional GRNTRN code. This dissertation describes the development 
of such a code. 
1.5 OBJECTIVE OF THIS DISSERTATION 
In this dissertation, the accuracy and effectiveness of the first step toward a 
three dimensional radiation transport model using the Green's function technique 
for heavy ions will be demonstrated. For heavy ions, the energy and angular spread 
is very narrow and therefore, this model demonstrates a three dimensional correction 
to the one dimensional Green's function model. Before the introduction to the for-
mulation of the problem and solution, the input parameter of the cross section will 
be discussed. In chapter II, the formalism for how to obtain a suitable expression for 
the fragmentation cross sections will be detailed. 
Chapter III will go through the formulation of the problem, which includes the 
Green's function technique for solving the Boltzmann equation, the Neumann series 
expansion, and the analysis of various environments. The solution of the Boltzmann 
equation ultimately leads to a Neumann series expansion, which indicates the terms 
that will need to be calculated, beginning with the zero order Green's function. Then, 
the influence of several environments on the magnitude of the incoming radiation will 
be discussed throughout the text. 
In chapters III-VII, the discussion of the transport theory, derivations of analytic 
approximations for the first three terms in the series, and a representation for the 
remainder of the Neumann series using a nonperturbative technique will be intro-
duced. Within these chapters, several environments will be discussed, including a 
laboratory and a space environment. To illustrate the effect of the radiation in each 
environment, several simple geometries will be used as the target material. 
The three environments which are discussed in detail will be a laboratory, a uni-
form isotropic, and a galactic cosmic ray environment. The laboratory environment 
refers to an incoming flux from a narrow beam that has a Gaussian profile in both 
angle and energy, and that enters the material at points that are distributed in a 
Gaussian manner about the mean point of entry. The uniform isotropic environ-
ment refers to a radiation environment with a uniform beam of type m particles with 
a mean energy that are isotropic in direction and have a Gaussian energy profile. 
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Lastly, for the galactic cosmic ray environment, data from the 1977 solar minimum 
[11] will be used to represent the incoming broad energy spectra. During a solar min-
imum, GCR intensities are magnified. This is a consequence of the decreased volume 
of plasma from the Sun and the reduced interplanetary magnetic fields carried by 
the solar wind. The 1977 solar minimum is of particular interest because during this 
time, the GCR fluxes were higher than the previous solar minimum period in 1965 
and subsequently higher than most which followed. In addition, these fluxes spanned 
a broad range of energies. This spectra also has a broad abundance of particles in 
which all naturally occurring elements are present. However, the six most abundant 
elements are protons, helium, carbon, oxygen, silicon, and iron as depicted in figure 
3. These are the elements which will be discussed in this dissertation. 
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FIGURE 3: The 1977 GCR spectrum. 
In Chapter VIII, the Green's function solution of the Boltzmann equation is 
shown to provide an accurate representation for both laboratory as well as space 
boundary conditions by showing a qualitative and quantitative comparison with the 
results obtained by the one dimensional Green's function solution as well as the 
data obtained by HZETRN. These two comparisons will verify and validate the 
formulation of the three dimensional Green's technique for the transport of heavy 
ions in laboratory and space. 
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CHAPTER II 
DOUBLE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION 
II. 1 FRAGMENTATION MOMENTUM DEPENDANCE 
Before the equations governing the transport of ions through a target material can 
be formulated and solved, it will be necessary to obtain a suitable expression for the 
fragmentation cross sections. This will be addressed in the current chapter, where 
the units of mass will be expressed in amu, and the units of energy in MeV/amu. 
Unless otherwise stated, all energies are kinetic. 
Consideration is given to projectiles of mass Ak and lab frame energy Ek that 
strike a stationary target with mass At and produce fragments with mass A, and 
energy E. The total energy is denoted by E = E + mp, where mp = 938.272 MeV is 
the proton rest mass. 
The nuclear fragmentation cross section can be broken up into the total cross 
section and the fragment momentum distribution as follows 
fa 
dp 3
 o-jk{Ek)f]k(p). (1) 
Additionally, experiments have shown that when fragments are produced, they 
may be projectile-like or target-like. These are fragments that have small momenta in 
the projectile rest frame or target rest frame respectively. It has also been determined 
that the fragment's momentum distributions can be approximated by Gaussians in 
reference frames close to their respective rest frames [24]. Here, it is assumed that 
in the frame where the average fragment momentum is zero, the distributions are 
Gaussian. 
A * will be used to denote quantities that are evaluated in a frame where the 
particles have zero average momentum. Those quantities without a * will be evaluated 
in the laboratory frame. Assuming azimuthal symmetry around the beam axis, the 
momentum distribution can be approximated as 
W^exp(^-|-j, (2) 
where p* is the magnitude of the vector p* which is the fragment's momentum 
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parallel to the beam. Also, p* is the magnitude of the vector p*, which is the 
fragment's momentum transverse to the beam, and N is a normalization constant, 
which is chosen so that 
rfjk(P*)d3p* = l. (3) / 
In order to show the correct choice for N, choose the x^-axis of a Cartesian reference 
frame for the beam direction. Then, since p* = p* + p* = (p\e\ + p^e^) + P%&*z, we 
have p*2 = p*2 + p*2 and p*2 = p^2 showing that 
= A^(27r)ta||CT2. (4) 
It thus follows that 
TV » (27 r ) - ^ -V; 2 . (5) 
The lab frame momentum distribution fjk{p) can be deduced from equation (2) by 
making use of the Lorentz transformations between the * frame and the lab frame. 
As is customary in particle physics, the speed of light is chosen as the unit of velocity, 
c = 1. On transforming to the lab frame, while keeping in mind the fjk transforms 
like j-3 and that -^ is Lorentz invariant, it is found that 
F* ( P*2 r>2 \ 
«p>~TNexp(-^-£r} <6) 
where E* is the total energy in the * frame and E is the total energy in the lab frame. 
Additionally, 
E* = lL(E-f3Lpn), (7) 
P*± = P, (9) 
where p± = psin#, p = pcos9, and p = p{E) = WE2 — m2, and 9 is the lab frame 
scattering angle. (3L and 7L are the Lorentz factors and are given by (3L = yjl — 7 
where 7L is seen to be related to the lab frame energy downshift Es 





It is now clear that the fragmentation momentum distribution, fjk(p), is com-
pletely determined once the parameters a , <j±, and Es are known. An approximation 
that will be made at this point is to assume that the fragmentation is isotropic in 
the * frame. In which case, a± = <7|r One experiment has shown to verify this 
approximation to within about 10 percent [24]. 
According to Tripathi et al. [25], a., and the momentum downshift p*s, both 
measured in MeV/c/amu, can be approximated as 















Before the collision, the projectiles have the total energy Ek = mp and momentum, 
p*k = 0. As a result of the collision, fragments are produced with momentum p* and 
corresponding total energy E* = \ Kp*s)2 + ml. The change in energy is therefore 
given by E*s = E* - mp = y^p*)2 + m2 - mp. 
On transforming to the lab frame, it is found by means of the Lorentz Transfor-
mations that the laboratory frame collision energy downshift is given by 
Es = lk[E*s + (3kp*s\ = 7fe yPf + ml -mp + (3kp*s (12) 
where 7fc is the projectile Lorentz factor and is given by 7fe = Ek/mp, and (3k is the 
projectile Beta factor and is given by (3k = J1 — 7,~2. 
Let 9 = cos_1(f2 • fik) be the lab scattering angle and let (p, 9, (p) be the spherical 
polar coordinates in momentum space with polar axis in the incident beam direction, 
f2k. Since there is axial symmetry, 
fjk(p)d3p = fjk(p)p2 sin 9dpd9d(p = 2TT fjk(p)p2 sin 9dpd9 
= f 2Trfjk(p)P±EdEd9 = j f{9,E,Ek)d9dE, (13) 
where we have made use of the relations E2 = p2+m2 and E = E+mp. Equation (13) 
implies that the energy angle distribution is given by f(9, E, Ek) = 2irpxEfjk(p). It 
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thus follows that the angle and energy dependent macroscopic cross section is given 
by 
a]k(n • Qk, E, Ek) = u]k{cos9, E, Ek) = ajk(Ek)f(6, E, Ek), (14) 






 ;/fe$rpK-4)' (15) 
a n d £ * = 7L ( E - (3L^E2 - mjcos9 J . 
Finally, assuming an isotropic momentum distribution in the * frame, the mo-
mentum distribution can be represented as 
1
 ^ f i L ( . a , (i6) 
and transforming to the lab frame yields (S. Blattnig, personal communication, Sept. 
2009) 
mE:E^_mm^e^E^f^y (17) 
II. 1.1 Energy Distribution 
To determine the energy distribution, integrate over all relevant angles 
fE(E,Ek) = / f(6,E,Ek)d9 
Jo 
1 r6ma:c ( E*\E 9\z — mz \ 
= - j ^ p(E)E*[E,9}Sin9exp f L_li_ E j ^ . ( i 8 ) 
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Using a substitution of z = ^ 
1 / m2 \ Fornax f











2a2 - exp -
E*(E,9max) 
2a2 
(S. Blattnig, personal communication, Sept. 2009). 
II.1.2 Angular Distribution 
Similarly, the angular distribution is given by 
fe(9,Ek) = / f(9,E,Ek)dE 
J Emm 
rEmax







and can be evaluated by numerical quadrature (S. Blattnig, personal communication, 
Sept. 2009). 
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II.2 GAUSSIAN APPROXIMATIONS 
In this section, it will be shown that the previously obtained fragment momentum 
distribution can be approximated as a bi-variate Gaussian distribution. To this end, 
it may be recalled that the laboratory energy-angle distribution is given by 
f{9,E,Ek) = p(E)E*[E, 9} sin 9 




where E* is obtained through the Lorentz transformation E* = j L E — (3Lp cos 9 
Additionally, since c has been chosen as the unit of velocity, the energy-momentum 
relation takes the form E2 = p2 + m2 which shows that E* may be expressed in 
terms of E and 9 through the formula 
E* =
 lr E (3L J E2 — m2 cos ( (22) 
Since the exponential function appearing in equation (21) achieves its maximum 
at the minimum value of E*[E,9]2 — m2, it will be useful to determine where this 








or when E = , ™*—=. However, if 9 G [7r/2,7r], then E*[E, 9] is a non-negative 
increasing function of E and therefore its minimum value occurs when E = mp. On 
combining these results, it is found that for a given 9 G [0,TT], E*[E,9] achieves its 
minimum when 
E = E°(9) = < 
m„ 
(0 < 9 < TT/2) 
(TT/2 < 6> < TT). 
(24) 
It should now be observed that E*[E, 9] is an increasing function of 9 G [0, IT], and 
therefore its global minimum occurs when 9 = 0 and E = E°(0) = ,m"
 a = 7Lm p 
For projectile fragments, it was determined that the Lorentz factor is 7L = El\^Ea 
so the global minimum occurs when 9 = 0 and E = Ek — Es and thus E = Ek — Es 
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For target fragments, the Lorentz factor is 7L = ^-, and the global minimum occurs 
when 9 = 0 and E = Es or E = Es. 
For small values of 9, p = 1 — cos 9 is also small. Therefore, on using the binomial 
theorem, E°(9) can be approximated as 
E°(9) 
^Jl-P2Lcos29 y r - / ? 2 ( i - M ) 2 
7Lmp[l + 72L/32L(2M - P2)}-* = 7LmP[l - 7 2 /3> + 0(p2)} 
~ lLmp-^LP2Lmpp = 'yLmp + eo(9), (25) 
where 
e„(0) = -~i\P\mpp. (26) 
Observe that 




7Lmp(l - p2L cos2 0)3 (0 < 0 < TT/2) 
7 t m p (TT/2 < 9 < TT), 
= < (28) 
where i/[x] is the Heaviside function. 
Combining these two results, 
p[E°(9)}E*[E°(9),9} = H\TX/2 - 0]7L/?Lm2cos0. (29) 
For small values of 9, 
p[E°(9)} = E°(9)(3L cos 9 « [ 7 3 + eo(0)]/?L cos 0, (30) 
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E*[E°(0),0] = 7 L m p ( l - / 3 2 c o s 2 0 ) ^ = 7 L m p ( l - / 3 2 ( l - / i ) 2 ) 3 
= mp(l + 72i/32L(2M-M2))5 
~ 7 : 1 ( 7 L ^ P + 7 ' / ? > p M ) = 7 ; 1 ( 7 L m p - e o ( 0 ) ) , (31) 
and 
p{E\9)W{E\9),9)=lL(iLm2p{l- p). (32) 
If these expressions are evaluated at 9 = 0, we have that 
p[£°(0)] = y / 7 > 2 - m 2 = 7L/3Lmp, 
£ * [ £ » , 0] = mp, 
p[E°(0)}E*[Eo(0),0] =
 lL(5Lm2p. 
II.2.1 Small Parameter Expansions 
Since E*[E°(9), 9] achieves its minimum when E = 7Lmp and 9 = 0, a power series 
expansion can be constructed about this point in terms of the small parameters e 
and p, that are defined by E = 7Lmp + e and p = 1 — cos#. In the approach taken, 
expansions are first constructed for p(E), E*(E,0), E*(E,9), E*(E,0)2 — m2, and 
E*(E, 9)2 — m2. The expansions are then combined to obtain the desired result. 
The first to be considered is p(E). 





The next to be considered is the expansion for E*(E,0), 
i 27Lmpe + e2 >-!* 
HPLml 
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E*(iLmp + e, 0) = 7L [hLmp + e) - PLp{lLmp + e)] 
7L"iP - ^ t { ™P7 A + 7Te ~ 7, 
72 L(l-/32 LK + 0e + 273AmP 
PL 2mp73L/33i 
+ 0(e3) 
62 + 0(63) 
m„ + + 0(e3). 2 7 2 / ?> P 
The next expansion can be derived by using the two previous expansions. 
E*{E,9) =
 1L[E - (3Lp(E)cos9} 
= E*(E,0) +
 lLPLp(E)p 
= mn + 
(34) 
" w ^ + < * , ) 
+7,A 





 + 0(e3) H 
e
2
 + (72/52mP + 7<0/* + ^(e3). (35) 2 7 2 / ?> P 
Then, the expansion of E*(E, 0)2 — m2 follows naturally from the results above 





 + 0(e3) 
— fn„ 
VI 12P + 0(e
4). (36) 
And, finally the expansion for E*(E, 9)2 — m2 can also be constructed, 
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Thus 
E*(E,9)2-m2p = E*{E,0) + lh(3Lp{E)p 
l 2 
ml 




 + 0(e*)) 2 + o ( e 4 ) + 2 7 A K 7 L / ? L + i - e 
72/?' A 2mp73L/?3 
• K +
 9 2/32 + °(e3))M + 72L/?2(mp7t/? 
1 1 
+ TT-6 
3 \ \ 2 , , 2 
A 2mp73L/33t 
e2 + 0(e 3 ) )V 
( 7 A ) 2 
e2 + (72/?2mP)2M2 + 2jLmppe + 2(7i./?,. mp)2/i + 0(e3) 
fJl 
E*(E,9)2-m2 = 
(e + 73L/?>pM)2 + 72/?>2(2M " M2) + 0(e3). 




2m2sin20 + O(e3), 
(37) 
(38) 
where eo(9) is given by (26). 
II.2.2 Approximate Energy Distribution 
Now, apply the expansion of E*(E, 0) to the energy distribution exponential in equa-
tion (19). Recall that the energy distribution was given by, 













and when use has been made of the E* [E, 0] expansion, equation (34), the energy 









2^,7 A •exp 
2(*„7A)2J 
[Ek — Es — E] 
2K7A) 2 (40) 
II.2.3 Approximate Angular Distribution 
The angular distribution can be calculated by quadrature, as previously noted, but 
for computational efficiency a closed form approximation is desired. 
Recall that the angular distribution is given by 
fe(0,Ek) = / f(9,E,Ek)dE 
J htmr-n. 
rErr E
— p(E)E*[E,9}sin9 ( E*[E,9}2 - m2p\ ^ &—exp—^?—r*' (41) 
and that E = E + mp = "fLmp + e. 














exp - - 2a272/?: 2A de. (42) 
In order to approximate this integral, it is first noted that the exponential term 
achieves its maximum when e = eo(9), where 
E = E° = -/Lmp + e0{9). (43) 
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Also, since p(E)E*[E, 9} is a slowly varying function of E and 
p(E°(9))E*[E°(9),9} = H[K/2 - 0}lL(3Lm2pcos9, (44) 




2 / ? 2 m2 sin2 0 \ ,
 x 
fe(e,Ek)^H[n/2-9}"^L \ exp - - ^ T l • (45) a 2a2 
II.2.4 Approximate Energy-Angle Distribution 
Combining the energy-angle distribution given by equation (21) and the result given 
in equation (38), the distribution can be approximated as 
mE,Ek) « m^s^e fje-c^A 
v/2^3 PV 2a272/?2 ) 
/ 7 2 / ? 2 m 2 s i n 2 ^ 
• e x p ^ - ^ ^ J , (46) 
where E = -yLmp + e, p = 1 — cos#, and eo(9) = —j3L(32Lmpp. 
Since E = JLmp + €Q(9) + [e — eo(9)\ = E°(9) + [e — eo(0)], a further approximation 
yields 




 ~ V W e X P l " 2a212B2 L1^ L 
f 72 /?>2sinV 
2a2 
i^[7r/2-g]7L/3Lm2 cos0sing / (c - Co(0)) 
V ^ 3 P l , 2a272/?2 ^ 
/ 7 2 / ? > 2 s i n 2 ^ \
 / x 
•exp^--A^j, (47) 
where use has been made of equation (44). Lastly, since e — e0(9) = e + 73/32mp(l — 
cos#) = e + 0(92), a final approximation allows the energy-angle distribution to be 
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expressed in the form 
f{9,E,Ek)KfE{E,Ek)fe{9,Ek), (48) 
where fE(E, Ek) is given by equation (40), and fe(9, Ek) is given by equation (45). 
II.2.5 The Double Differential Cross Section 
The calculation of the first and higher order Green's functions require an accurate 
representation for the double differential cross sections, which was derived in this 
chapter. Let ajk(Cl, Clk,E, Ek) be the double differential cross section for the pro-
duction of type j ions of energy E in the direction CI from type k ions of energy Ek 
in the direction Clk. Then 
ajk(Cl,Clk,E,Ek)dCldE = ajk{Cl,Clk, E, Ek)2rx sin 9 dBdE 
= ojk(Ek)f(9,E,Ek)d9dE. (49) 
Therefore, 
o-jk(Cl,Clk,E,Ek) = ^k{Ek)f{9,E,Ek) = ( J g f c ) / ( £ ; > E k ) f { n , C l k , E k ) , (50) 
ITT sin v 
where 
fe(0,Ek) fn(Cl,Clk,Ek) = 2ir sin 9 
^
232m2cos9 ( 72 /92m2sin20 , 
- ^ - " ' ^ *»{-•%")• (51) 
The final expression for the double differential cross section as given by equation 
(50) will be utilized throughout the remainder of this dissertation. 
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II.2.6 Energy-Angle Distribution Results 
A comparison can be done to show the accuracy of the approximation for the energy-
angle distribution by comparing the expression for the energy-angle distribution as 
given by equation (17), and the derived approximate solution for the energy-angle 
distribution, equation (48). For this study, the projectile is taken to be an iron ( 
56Fe) beam with mean energy 1000 MeV/amu, and the target as aluminum (27A1). 
The fragments considered are hydrogen (*H), oxygen (160), calcium (40Ca), and 
manganese (54Mn). For each fragment shown, the figure on the left illustrates the 
profile of the solution as given by equation (17), and the figure on the right is the 
relative error plot, which compares the momentum distributions given by equations 
(17) and (48) respectively. In the figures to follow, there are a few observations that 
should be discussed. First, notice that the error between the two solutions achieves its 
minimum value close to the peak value of the momentum distribution. Also, notice 
that as the ions increase in mass, the percent error decreases. This indicates that 
the approximation is more accurate for heavier ions as expected. Note that the 
magnitudes of the energy-angle distributions and relative percent error 
are not the same in the figures to follow. 
Energy-Angle 
Distnbution
 R e l a 0 v e E r r o r 
FIGURE 4: The energy-angle distribution and relative error for the *H fragment. 
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FIGURE 6: The energy-angle distribution and relative error for the 4UCa fragment 
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FIGURE 7: The energy-angle distribution and relative error for the 54Mn fragment. 
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II.2.7 Angular Distribution Results 
As shown by these few examples, the angular dispersion of most fragments is small. 
To investigate this further, integrate the energy-angle distribution over all energies. 
In doing so, a comparison of the profiles of the angular distribution given by quadra-
ture and the approximate solution that was derived above and was given by equation 
(45) can be made. In the figures to follow, the projectile was chosen as iron (56Fe), 
and the target aluminum (27A1). The projectile energy was set to 100, 200, 500, 
and 1000 MeV/amu respectively. Below are a sample of angular distributions for 
various fragments. Within these figures, the quadrature solution is represented by 
a solid line and the approximate solution by circles. It is seen that the dependance 
on angle is almost negligible for heavy ions. Even for lighter ions such as lithium 
(7Li), the angular dependance is still extremely small. Since the cross section model 
presented here was intended for use with heavy ions, the results for light ions are 
not as accurate. Therefore, the results will be broken up into two sections, light and 
heavy ions. For the light ions, hydrogen (*H) and helium (4He) will be the ions under 
investigation, and the heavy ions will range from oxygen (7Li) to calcium (40Ca). 
Additionally, an /2-norm analysis can be done which compares the angular dis-
tribution given by quadrature, in which a simple trapezoidal method was used, and 
the approximate solution that was derived above and was given by equation (45). In 
the table and plot of the /2-norm to follow, the deviation is shown for within four 
standard deviations of the peak value of theta (Deg). Some global patterns are seen 
from looking at the comparison between the actual solution and the approximate 
solution. One such pattern is that the models agree close to this peak value, which is 
important since the mean value theorem will be used in the calculation of the Green's 
functions. Another is that the error between the solutions decrease with increased 
projectile energy and also with increased ion mass. 
Light Ion Results 
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FIGURE 8: A comparison of the quadrature and approximate angular distributions 
for a XH fragment. 
FIGURE 9: A comparison of the quadrature and approximate angular distributions 
for a 4He fragment. 
Heavy Ion Results 
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FIGURE 10: A comparison of the quadrature and approximate angular distributions 
for a 7Li fragment. 
FIGURE 11: A comparison of the quadrature and approximate angular distributions 
for a 1 60 fragment. 
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FIGURE 12: A comparison of the quadrature and approximate angular distributions 
for a 40Ca fragment. 
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II.2.8 Energy Distribution Results 
Next, for the energy distribution a comparison is made between the exact solution 
given by equation (19) and the approximate solution that was given by 
equation (45). Much like the angular distribution, the models agree close to the 
mean value of energy, which is important since the mean value theorem will be used 
in the calculation of the Green's functions. 
Again, it is seen that the cross section model does much better for heavy ions 
than for light ions. This is to be expected since this model was designed to represent 
heavy ions. Therefore, the results will be broken up into two sections, light and 
heavy ions. For the light ions, hydrogen (*H) and helium (4He) will be the ions 
under investigation, and the heavy ions will range from lithium (7Li) to manganese 
(40Ca). 
Light Ion Results 
FIGURE 14: A comparison of the quadrature and approximate energy distributions 
for a *H fragment. 
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FIGURE 15: A comparison of the quadrature and approximate energy distributions 
for a 4He projectile. 
Heavy Ion Results 
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FIGURE 16: A comparison of the quadrature and approximate energy distributions 
for a 7Li fragment. 
FIGURE 17: A comparison of the quadrature and approximate energy distributions 
for a 1 60 fragment. 
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FIGURE 18: A comparison of the quadrature and approximate energy distributions 
for a 40Ca fragment. 
































FIGURE 19: Z2-norm for energy distribution 
Based on the above figures and tables, our approximation for both the angle 
and energy distributions are accurate to within a few standard deviations. The 
approximations do better with heavy ions and with higher energies, but also are 
fairly accurate for light ions and lower energies. This is expected because the original 
model was not intended for light ions, and therefore the approximations can only be 
as accurate as the accuracy of the original model. Overall, the results are good and 
can now be used to approximate the energy-angle distribution that appears in the 
calculation of the first and higher order Green's function. 
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CHAPTER III 
THREE DIMENSIONAL TRANSPORT THEORY 
III.l TRANSPORT THEORY 
Consideration is given to the trans-
port of high charge and energy (HZE) ions 
through a three-dimensional convex region 
V, that is bounded by a smooth surface 
dV, and is filled with a target material. 
As shown in figure 20, x and x;, are the 
position vectors of arbitrary points in V 
and dV respectively, n(x{,) is the unit out-
ward normal at x^, and Cl is an arbitrary 
unit vector at x. 
According to Wilson [26], the transport process of HZE ions through matter is 
governed by the continuous slowing down, linear Boltzmann equation 
[Cl • V - dES3(E) + a3(E)]<j>3(x, Cl, E) 
_ poo f 
= E / °]k{n,n\E,E')ct>k(x,Cl',E')dCl'dE', (52) 
k>JJE J to 
with a boundary condition of the form 
<PJ(xb,Cl,E) = FJ(xb,Cl,E), (53) 
where x& is a point on the boundary, and AT is the number of ions being transported. 
On the left hand side of equation (52), the notation used in the integral of SI' refers 
to an integration over all angles. In equation (53), and throughout the rest of this 
dissertation, it is assumed that all particles arriving at the boundary from points 
external to V are directed inward toward the volume. In equations (52) and (53), 
Fj (xb, Cl, E) is a prescribed function, </>fc(x, Cl,E) is the flux of type k ions with atomic 
mass Ak at position x moving in the direction Cl with kinetic energy E, aJ{E) 
FIGURE 20: Target Material 
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is the macroscopic absorption cross-section, S3(E) is the ion stopping power, and 
ajk(Cl, Cl', E, E') is the double differential production cross section for interactions in 
which type j ions with energy E and direction Cl are produced by type k ions with 
energy E' and direction Cl'. Throughout this dissertation, the units of energy will 
be expressed in MeV/amu, and units of depth in g/cm2. The latter is obtained by 
multiplying the linear depth in cm by the material's volumetric density in g/cm3. 
Unless otherwise stated, all energies are kinetic. 
In order to construct the solution of equation (52), it will be helpful to introduce 
the continuous slowing down range for a type j ion of energy E 
E 
R >™-fm- (54) 
0 
the function 
E3 = E3 (d, E) = R~l [R3 (E)-dj, (55) 
may be interpreted as the mean energy at depth d of a j type ion that entered the 
material with energy E, and its inverse 
E3 = E3 (d, E) = R;1 [R3 (E) + d], (56) 
which represents the energy on entry, of a j type ion that has residual energy E after 
penetrating the transport material to a depth d. Also, from equations (54) and (55) 
which implies that 
and hence that 
Similarly, 
dER3(E3) = dE[R3(E) - d], (57) 
{S3{E3)}-ldEE3 = [S3(E3)}-\ (58) 
dEE3(d,E) = ^ ^ . (59) 
dEE3(d,E) = ^ . (60) 
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In order to solve the Boltzmann Equation, the following definition will be made, 
Q,(x, Cl,E) = Y, f™ [ °jk(n, Cl', E, E')<j>k(x, n', E')dCl'dE'. (61) 
k>JJE J** 
With this definition, the Boltzmann Equation can be written as 
Cl -V^x^E) - dE{S3(E)<f>3(x,Cl,E)} + a3(E)<f>3(x,Cl,E) = Q3(x,Cl,E), (62) 
and is subject to the boundary condition (53). 
A further simplification can be made by introducing the scaled functions 
V3(x,Cl,E) = S3(E)<S>3(x,Cl,E), 
F3(x,Cl,E) = S3(E)F3(x,Cl,E), 
and 
Q3(x, Cl, E) = S3(E)Q3(x, Cl, E). 
Using these functions, the Boltzmann Equation can be written as 
[Cl-V-S3(E)— + a3(E)}^3(x,Cl,E) = Q3(x,Cl,E), 





V3(xh,Sl,E) = F3(xb, Cl,E). (67) 
With the variables previously presented, a 
representation for the distance traveled into the 
material can be obtained. In this regard, let the 
ray through x in the direction Cl, enter V at the 
point x' and leave at the point xx. Define 
p = x-Cl, p' = x'Cl, px = xx-f2, and x„ = x—pCl. 
Then x' = xn + p'Cl, x[ = x„ + p\Cl, 
*,(x , Cl, E) = $ ; (x n + pCl, Cl, E), and 
Cl • V*j (x ,Cl , E) = dp{x, Cl, E)m3{x, Cl, E). 
n ( * i ) . 
FIGURE 21: Direction of Projec-
tile 
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In addition, since equation (54) implies that 
d% __ dV3 dR3 
dE ~ dR3 dE 
1 d*3 
S3(E)dR3' 
it is now clear that the Boltzmann Equation can be expressed as 
[dP - dR] + a3(E)}V3(xn + pCl,Cl, E) = Q3(xn + pCl, Cl, E), (68) 
where p' < p < p\, and is subject to the boundary condition 
*j(x„ + p'Cl, Cl, E) = F3(xn + p'Cl, Cl, E). (69) 
Following Wilson [26], a convenient reformulation of the problem is obtained by 
using the method of characteristics, where the characteristic coordinates 
r]3 = p-R3{E),£,3 = p + R3{E), (70) 
or equivalently 
P=l($3+ri3),RJ(E) = l(Z3-VJ), (71) 
are introduced. 
Under this transformation, the lines E = 0 and p = p' in the pE-pl&ne map to the 
lines £ = r]3, and ^ = 2p' — rj in the r/^-plane respectively(see figures 22 and 23). 
Also, if T is the characteristic curve whose equation is p + R3(E) = £ = c, where 
c is an arbitrary constant, then T meets the boundary dV at the point A(rf ,£ ) = 
A(p', E3) whose coordinates may be determined by noting that at A, r(3 = p' — R3(E3) 
and i3 = pi + R3(E3) = p + R3{E). Therefore, R3(E3) = ^ - p' = R3(E) + p - p' 
and thus, 
E3 = R;l[R3(E) + p-p'}. (72) 
By defining the variables 
X3(r]3,{;3,Xn,Cl) = y3(xn + pCl,Cl,E), (73) 




A £ = const. 
1 \ 
i -X 
* x 1 - ° \ 












FIGURE 22: Distance vs Energy FIGURE 23: New Coordinate System 
and noting that 
q3(ri3,t3,xn,Cl) = Q3{xn + pCl,Cl,E), 
d_ _ d_ d_ 
dp di3 dm 
d d d 




the Boltzmann equation (68) can be reduced to a first order linear ordinary differen-
tial equation, 
r\ -I -I 
along the characteristic curve F, with the boundary condition 
X3(rf3, £, , xn, Cl) = F3(xn + p'Cl, Cl, E3). (79) 
Since equation (78) has the integrating factor 




its solution can be obtained in the usual way and is given by 
i c ON F3{xn + p'Cl,Cl,E3) x 1 [*<> »M,Q , „ c _ . . „ , . n 
x3(,3,^n,n)= ^ Q + - ^ -^^t^ti)*,,- (si) 
On reverting to the original variables, it is not difficult to show that the integrating 
factor can be expressed in the form 
WvS,)-pj{E,) P3(R;i[Rj{E) + p-p>]y {*2) 
where P3(E) is the nuclear survival probability, and is defined as 
^"-(-fi^H- (83) 
Next, the integral that occurs in the solution to the ordinary differential equation 
will need to be evaluated. For convenience, the integral will be defined as / , and is 
given by 
1




it follows that 
»M>t3) = PJ(R-I[R3IE»)+ ?-(/])- (85) 
V'; = p" -R3(E"), (86) 
i3=p" + R3(E") = p + R3{E), (87) 
R3(E")+p"-p' = ^-p1 
= R3(E)+p-p', (88) 





The integral I can therefore be written as 
1 =
 £3^EjQYx + p"n,ci,E")dE". (90) 
Also, since x = x„ + pCl, equation (87) implies that 
K + p"Cl = xn+[p + R3(E)-R3(E")]Cl 
= x+[R3(E)-R3(E")}Cl, (91) 
and hence that 
I = £ ^zjQYx+lRYE) - R3(E")]Cl,Cl,E")dE". (92) 
Additionally, since 
p" = p + R3(E)-R3(E"), (93) 
and 
dp" = -J^—, (94) 
the integral (90) can be written in the alternative form 
where 
E" = E3(p- p", E) = R;1 [R3 (E) + p- p"}. (96) 
Now, the Boltzmann equation, (81), can be expressed in the form 
*3(xn + p"Cl,Cl,E) = ^^F3(xn + p'Cl,Cl,E3) + £ 3 ^ E 
•Q3(x + [R3(E) - R3(E")]Cl, Cl,E")dE", (97) 
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or equivalently, as 
<t>3{x,Cl,E) = P^}S^}F3{X'{X,CI),CI,E3) 
IE P3(E)S3(E) 
or, in the alternative form as 
P3(E) S3(E) 
+
 SE Pm\V(E)Qji*+[Rj{E) ~ RyE")^n,E")dE", (98) 
Pj(E) S3(E) 
<f>3(x,Cl,E) = i^^±F3(x>(x,Cl),Cl,E3) 
+ T P p f ^ f S f ? ^ X " + P"n' n,E")dp". (99) 
Jp> F3(E)b3{E) 
It should now be recalled that the function Q3(x,Cl,E) is related to the particle 
flux <f)k(x,Cl',E') through its definition as provided by equation (61). Therefore, 
substitution of this result into equation (98) yields the Transport Integral Equation 
(^Xin,£0 = ^f^F3(x'(x,n),n,E3) + ± p p^E"ldE" / ° V 
A
 ' P3(E) S3(E) >K { h 3) {^JE P3(E)S3{E)JE„ 
• f dCl'o-3k(Cl,Cl',E",E')(t>k(x+[R3(E)-R3(E")}Cl,Cl',E'),(100) 
JATT 
where E3 and E" are defined by equations (56) and (96) respectively. 
An alternative form of the transport integral equation is obtained by substituting 
(61) into (99) and is given by 
4>3{x,Cl,E) = ^SJ^F3{x'{x,Cl),Cl,E3) 
" f P3(E")S3(E")dp" / -
f^J P3(E)S3(E) }E„ 
• f dCl'a3k(Cl, Cl', E", E')4>k(xn + p"Cl, Cl',E'). (101) 
Jiix 
It should be noted that the integral equations (100) and (101) are of the Volterra 
type and can therefore be solved by the Neumann series method. A Volterra type 
equation is one that involves a function, (j)3{x, Cl,E) and integrals (in which one limit 





By introducing the field vector &(x,Cl,E), whose components are the type j 
particle fluxes (f>3{x, Cl,E), and the fragmentation or collision operator, S, given by 
S - * = E fvACl,Cl',E,E')<f>k(x,Cl',E')dCl'dE'}, (102) 
k •* 
the transport integral equation (101) can be written as 
<j>3(x,Cl,E) = ^SJ^F3{x'{x,Cl),Cl,E3) 
+ f P3(E")S3(E") [pyi 
J p3( (E)S3(E) 
S-*]3(x",Cl,E")dp", (103) 
J3 
J' rt T?H\JJI 
where x" = x„ + p"Cl. 
III.2 THE GREEN'S FUNCTION 
n(Xb\ 
FIGURE 24: Transport Through the Volume 
When a mono-energetic beam of type m particles with an energy of EQ and 
moving in the direction CIQ, enters the material at the point x0 G dV, the flux on 
the boundary will be given by 
<j>Axb, Cl, E) = 6-^6{l - Cl • Cl0)6(E - E0)6(xb - x0), (104) 
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where Sjm is the Kronecker delta function, 6(1 — Cl • Cl0) and 5(E — E0) are Dirac delta 
functions, and 5 is denoting the surface delta function on dV. With this boundary 
condition, the solution to the Boltzmann Equation is called the Green's function and 
is denoted by the symbol 
G3m[x,x0,Cl,Cl0,E,E0]. (105) 
The Green's function satisfies the transport integral equation 
G,m[xIxo,n>n0,£,,JEy = ^ f ^ 6-^s(i - n • ci0)6(E3 - E0) 
•s(x'-xo) + ± f pyE")3YE")dP" r-dE> 
t?J PJE)SJE) JE» 
• f dCl'a3k(Cl,Cl',E",E') 
• Gkm[xn + p"Cl,x0, Cl', Cl0, E', E0}. (106) 
Once the Green's function is known, the solution for an arbitrary boundary con-
dition, as in equation (53), can be obtained by the formula 
<f>3(x,Cl,E) = V / dx0 f dCl0 
k>3 J d v J*" 
• / dE0G3k[x,x0,Cl,Cl0,E,E0}Fk(x0,Cl0,E0). (107) 
JE 
Or, in operator notation, 
cf>J(x,Cl,E) = [G-F}J(x,Cl,E), (108) 
where F is the boundary flux vector whose components are the type j boundary 
fluxes F3, and the Green's function operator, G, is defined by 
[G-®](x,Cl,E) = V / dx0 [ dClo 
„ ^ . JdV J AT: 
dE0G3m[x, x0, Cl, Cl0, E, EQ]<t>m(x0, Cl0, E0). (109) 
JE 
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III .3 T H E N E U M A N N SERIES EXPANSION 
Recall that the Green's function satisfies the transport integral equation (106), which 
is of Volterra type and can therefore be solved by a Neumann series expansion. 
The first term in equation (106) is called the zero order Green's function, and is 
denoted by G°m[x,x0, Cl, Cl0, E, E0]. It follows that 
G°3m[^o,Cl,Cl0,E,E3] = ^^d-^6(E3(p-p',E)-E0) 
•5(x' -x0)6(l-Cl-Cl0), (HO) 
where 
x' = x'(x, Cl) = x - (p - p')Cl. ( I l l ) 
By observing that E0 = E3(p — p', E3(p — p', E0)) and making use of the known 
result 
S[f(x)-f(x0)}\f'(x)\=6(x-x0), (112) 
it is readily shown that the zero order Green's function can also be written in the 
alternative form 
•*) r„ ~ n o p p i _ PYE3)d3m 
"
jJ
 P3(E) 2n G»m[x,x0,Cl,ClQ,E,E3} = ^1^6(1-Cl-Cl0) 
•S(E -E3(p- p', E0))5(x' - x0), (113) 
which often turns out to be useful. 
In operator notation, the zero order Green's operator, G°, with boundary condi-
tion &B is represented as 
N r. i. poo 
Ux,Cl,E) = J2 d xo / d^o / dE0G°3m[x,x0,Cl,Cl0,E,E0} 









For notational convenience, the linear transport function, l3m[x, x", Cl, Clx, E, Ei], 
and the linear transport operator, L, are introduced as follows: 
z,m[x,xw>n>n1,JB,£;1] = ^ ( g j } f^6-^s(i -ci• CI^E"-EX), (us) 
and 
N , ,00 




 J i v
 J E 
•i3m[x,x",1n)n1)£,£i]/m(n11£i) 





- P,(E) S,(E)f>in'E)' ( 1 1 6 ) 
where x" = xn + p"Cl and p' < p" < p. 
With these results, the transport integral equation, (101), can be written as 




or, equivalently, it can be expressed in the operator form as 
$ = G ° # B + Q L E * , (118) 
where Q is the quadrature operator. 
Since equation (118) is a Volterra type integral equation, it admits the Neumann 
series solution [20] 
* = [G° + ( Q - L - E ) - G ° + ( Q - L - S ) 2 - G 0 
+ ( Q - L - S ) 3 - G ° + . . . ] - * B 
= [G° + G1 + G2 + G3 + . . . ] - * B , (119) 
where 3?B is the boundary flux vector whose components are the type j boundary 
fluxes <f) . The Neumann series for the transport integral equation is known to be 
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convergent under suitable conditions [27] and numerical studies by Wilson et al [26, 
28] appear to confirm this for many cases of current physical interest. 
The term G n for n = 0,1,2,3,... appearing in the expansion is called the nth or-
der Green's operator and is associated with the nth generation of fragments produced. 
The above formalism lends to the following interpretation of the Neumann series. In 
the first term, G° • <&s, the operator G° propagates primary ions from the boundary 
to the point x with the attenuation processes. In the second term, Q • L • E • G° • &E, 
the operator G° propagates primary ions from the boundary to an interior point x" 
where a nuclear event takes place. The term E • G° • &E is the production density of 
first generation secondaries at position x". These ions are transported from x" to x 
by the linear transport operator L. Lastly, the quadrature operator, Q, sums up all 
of the first generation fragments that are produced at interior points and transported 
to the point x. The remaining terms of the Neumann series may be interpreted in 
a similar way and, from the series, the nth order Green's operator can be computed, 
recursively for n > 1 as 
G n = ( Q - L - E ) - G n _ 1 . (120) 
Once the Green's Function is known, the solution of the Boltzmann equation for a 
more general boundary condition can be obtained by quadrature. 
III.4 ENERGY STRAGGLING A N D THE ZERO ORDER GREEN'S 
FUNCTION 
Up to this point, the assumption is being made that all particles of an initially mono-
energetic beam lose the same amount of energy with depth. However, each particle 
will lose energy in a sequence of random events, which means that different particles, 
on penetrating to the same depth, are likely to have lost different amounts of energy. 
The first order correction of particle energy from the mean at a given depth is called 
energy straggling, and has been investigated by Payne [29] and by Wilson et al. [30]. 
The zero order Green's function introduced via equation (110) does not take 
energy straggling into account since its energy spectrum p\^6[E — Em(p — p', E0)], 
at depth (p — p'), is a delta function which is attenuated by the factor p(E) and 
has support at the mean residual energy Em(p — p', E0). To account for straggling, 
the energy spectrum will be modeled by a Gaussian function whose mean is Em(p — 
p', E0) and whose deviation is the corresponding straggling width sm(p — p', EQ) [20]. 
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Incorporating these assumptions into our model will yield a new zero order Green's 
function 
G°jm[x,x0,Cl,Cl0,E,E0] * ^^S-^S(l-Cl.Cl0)S(x'-x0) 
1 
V2TTSm(p- p',E0) 
v \ 2am[p-i/,E0y J ' ' ' 
where Pm(E) is the survival probability for type m ions of energy E, Em and Em 
are given by the relationships in (56) and (55) respectively, where Em is the mean 
energy at depth (p — p') of a type m ion that entered the transport material with 
kinetic energy E0, and sm(p — p',E0) is the corresponding energy straggling width. 
The linear transport function can be generalized similarly and now takes the form 
Pm(E") 6jm 6(1-Cl- Cl,) 
P3(E) 2n Jh<Sm(p-p»,Ex) 
.exJ-[E-E^p-p"^)]2\ (122) 
e X P \ 2sm(p-p",E1)2 j " [U2) 
It should be noted that there are similarities between the previously derived one 
dimensional zero order Green's function, G°3m(p,p'\E,E0) [20] and the three dimen-
sional equation that is derived in this dissertation. Specifically, the three dimensional 
zero order Green's function can be written in terms of its one dimensional equivalent 
as 
G°3m[x,x0,Cl,Cl0,E,E0} = 1-6(1 - Cl • Cl0)6(x'-x0)G0jm(p,p',E,EQ), (123) 
and the linear transport function as 
l3m[x,x", Cl, SlltE, Et] = - U ( l - fl • «i)G°m(p, p", E, £?!). (124) 
Now that energy straggling has been incorporated into the zero order Green's 
function and the linear transport function, the higher order Green's functions can be 
obtained from the recurrence formula as described earlier by equation (120). Note 
that at this time, multiple scattering is not incorporated into the formalism. 
Zjro[x,x",n, ft!, £?,#!] 
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When the boundary condition takes a more general form, as in equation (53), 
the primary flux is obtained by integrating the zero order Green's function over all 
energies and directions within the volume as 
<f>°3(x,Cl,E) = [G°-&B]3(x,Cl,E) 
= / dx0 / dCl0 / dE0 
JdV Ji-K JE 
•G°33(x,x0,Cl,Cl0,E,E0)F3(x0,Cl0,E0), (125) 
which, in general, has to be evaluated numerically. In the accelerator beam model 
described below, equation (125) can be approximated analytically and a closed form 
expression may be obtained for the zero order primary flux. The result obtained in 
this case is called the broad zero order Green's function. 
III.5 THE BROAD ZERO ORDER GREEN'S FUNCTION 
Since ion beam experiments play an important role in analyzing the shielding require-
ments in space applications, modeling the propagation of linear accelerator beams 
through potential shielding materials is of interest. A simple model can be con-
structed by assuming that the accelerator beam consists of mono-energetic type m 
particles of energy E0, that move in the direction CIQ, and enter the material at the 
point x0 on its boundary. In this case, the boundary condition is given by equation 
(104), and the solution is the corresponding Green's function. In practice, however, 
the accelerator beam is neither mono-energetic nor uni-directional, and it enters the 
material at several points that are clustered about the mean value x0. A more re-
alistic model can therefore be obtained by assuming that the beam has a Gaussian 
profile in both angle and energy, and that it enters the material at points that are 
distributed in a Gaussian manner about the mean point of entry, x0. In order to 
accomplish this, it is assumed that the boundary is defined by the single-valued, 
continuously differentiable parametric equations, 
dV = {x : x = x(u,v),us < u < u/,vs < v < Vf}. (126) 
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In this case, the element of surface 
area is given by 
dS = \dux x dvx\dudv. (127) 
Further, at a non-singular point, x0 = 
x0(u0,v0), of the parametric coordinate 
system, \duxo~xdvx0\ ^0, and the surface 
delta function is given by 
* ( x - x o ) = ' ( M - ^ 7 * > . (128) 
\dux0xdvxo\ 
dvxdv 
FIGURE 25: Parametric Surface 
The boundary condition may then be assumed to take the Gaussian form 
F3(xb,Cl,E) = 6JTnH[-Cl • n(xb) exp { (ub - u0)
2
 + (vb - v0)2 
4irslsiisEKxKn\duxbxdvxb\ [ 2s2 
r (i-ci-ci0)2\ r (E-EoYi (129) 
where xb = xb(ub,vb), \duxbxdvxb\ is the surface Jacobian, H[x] is the Heaviside 
function, sx,sn, and sE are the spreads in space, angle and energy respectively, and 
Kx and Kn are normalization constants. 
The normalization constants Kx and K^ are chosen such that 
in which case 
/ dx! f dCl0 [ dE0F3(xb,Cl,E) = l, 
Jav JATT JE 
(130) 
Kr. e r f f ^ - " ° ) - e r f P 
s/2sx J V \/2s 
u0 
erf Vf -VQ 
V2sx 




Kn = T T - e r f f ^ j , (132) 
where erf refers to the error function (see Appendix B for the derivation of the 
normalization constants). It should be observed that in the limit as sx,su,sE —> 0, 
the boundary condition (129) reduces to the Green's function boundary condition. 
The Green's function, together with the boundary condition given by equation 
(129), can be used to calculate the primary flux as shown in equation (125). 
The primary flux associated with the boundary condition (129) is called the broad 
zero order Green's function, Gbjm(x, x0, Cl, Cl0, E, EQ), and is given by the expression 
Gbjm(x, x0, Cl, Cl0, E, E0) = [G° • F]3(x, Cl,E) 
= J2 dx, dcix ds1GfJfc[x,x1,n)n1,£;,£71]-Ffe(x1,n1,f;1) 
k>] Jdv Jin JE 
E A f Skm6(x' - Xj) f (m - up)
2
 + (v, - vp)2 \ 
k>j
 d>" Jav 2rrs2xKx\dux1 xdvx,| 6 X P \ 2S2 J ^ 
f 6(1-Cl-Cl1) f (1 - ClyClo)2\ H[-Cl! • n(xi)]dni 
'U 2^ e X P l 2s2n J V^snKa 
f°° Pk(Ek) j (E-Ek(p-p',Ex))2\ 
JE Pk(E)eW\ 2sk(p-p',E1)2 ] 
/ (E^Eo)2} dE 
• exp ^ -
f (Er-Ep)2} 
\ 2s% J 2jrsk(p - p', Ex)sE 
•3mH[-Cl • n(x')] / 
—- -— exp < -
saKxKn\dux'xdvx'\ I 
63m - J- (U'-UO)2 + ^_VQ)2-
27TV2^s2xsnKxKn\dux'xdvx'\eXP\ 2s2x 
(1-Cl-Cl0)2\ f°°Pm(Em) j (E-EUP-P^E,))2 
•
 eXP 1 T l r / n / F \ e xP S _ 2 4 )JE Pm(E) ^ \ 2sm(p-p',E1)2 
-(Ej-Eo)2] dE, 
2s% J 2-Ksm(p- p^E^ss • exp { ^ ~
0 J
 r „__ , . , ^ _ • (133) 
The integral in equation (133) can be approximated by the mean value theorem 
and saddle point techniques discussed in [20]. The first approximation is to apply 
Taylor's Theorem to the mean energy that occurs in equation (133), 
Em(p - p', Ex) « Em(p - p', Eo) - [dElEm(p - p', E,)\E,(EX - EQ). (134) 
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Next, let H be the second term of the Taylor expansion, where H = r(E\ — EQ) 
and by equation (59) 




Therefore, the energy integral in the broad zero order Green's function can be 
approximated as 
/ . 
Pm(Em)ex j (E-Em(p-p',E0)-H)2 
E Pm(E) " j 2Sm(p-p',E1)2 
dH 
•exp 
I2 r 2 4/ 2-Ksm(p- p',E1)(rsE) 
„,Pm(Em) (E-Em(p-p',E0))2\ 1 
~ Pm(E) 6 X P \ 2s>m(p - p>, E0)2 j ^sl(p - p>, E0)' [iM) 
where the energy E is given by equation (56) and the broad energy spectral width is 
J>(n „' F \2 - o (n n' F \2 I > Srn[Em(p ~ p', Eg)} I 2 
S
m(p-P,E0) -sm(p-p,E0) +< > SE. (137) 
^ bm[E0\ J 
Thus, the broad zero order Green's function can be written as 
* ,„ „ O O „ EM ~ S3mH[-Cl • n(x')] Pm(Em) Gjm(x,x0,Cl,Cl0,E,E0) .- ^slsnsbm{p_pl^)KxKn\du^,xdv^ Pm{E) 
- u0)2 + (v' - v0)2 ' r («' 
exp<^ 
r (i-ci-ci0)2\ 
e X P l 2^^) 
j (E-Em(p-p',E0))2\ 
•
eXP(- 2 S ^ - ^ 0 ) 2 j" <1 3 8> 
We can also represent the broad zero order Green's function in terms of the one 
dimensional broad zero order Green's function [20] just as we related the energy 
straggling zero order Green's function to the one dimensional zero order Green's 
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function as 
- u0)2 + (v' - v0)2 W, , ~ ~ r, ,- X HIS1 • n ( X ' ) ] ( (« ' 
2s2 
i r (i - n • n0) 
exp ' 2irKnSn I 2 4 ~ 
•Gb(p,p',E,E0). (139) 
It should be observed that in the limit as sx,Sn,sE —> 0, the broad zero order 
Green's function, G*m(x, x0, Cl, Cl0, E, E0), reduces to the zero order Green's function, 
G°3m(x,x0,Cl,Cl0,E,E0). 
III.6 INTEGRAL FLUX 
For the purpose of illustration, various integral flux calculations will be explored, 
which will reduce the number of variables. Another reason to take the time to 
compute the integral forms of the flux is for comparison with earlier theories. We 




• 0 0 
4>3(x,E)= [ cf>3(x,Cl,E)dCl, (141) 
Jin 
4>3(x)= f f 4>3(x,Cl,E)dCldE. (142) 
J — 00 J Air 
Of particular interest are the corresponding integral Green's functions that are 
discussed below. 







H[-Cl • n(x')] f (U'-UO)2 + ^_VQ)2^ 
•S
2
xKx\dux'xdvx>\e*P\ 2s2 J 
r (i - n • no 
1 24~ 
2 ™ ^ . - , 
1 ( (1-Cl- Clo)2 






aH[-Cl • n(x/)] f (u'-Uo)2 + (v'-y0)2\ 
^l^x'x^x'l6^! 2s2 J 2irsZK . 
1 f (1 - Cl • Clo)2 
V2^Knsn * I 2s2, 
Pm(Eo) 
exp 
L ^ h J 
(143) 
P3(Em(p-p',E0)) 
The angle independent zero order integral Green's function is given by 
Gbm(x,x0,Cl0,E,E0) = [ Gbm(x,x0,Cl,Cl0,E,E0)dCl 
JAn 
1 f (u'-u0)2 + (v'-v0)2 
27rs2/fx |dux'x<9 j ;x'|eXP\ 2s2 
r H[-CI• n(x')}^ ( ( i - n - n 0 ) 2 | 
'U V2?lKaSu 6 X P l 2 4 J 
ff[-n0-n(x')] f K - %)2 + K - ^o)2' 
27rs 2K x |d ux'xdwx' | e X P l 2s2 
•Gbm(p,p',E,E0), (144) 
where Gbjm(p, p', E, EQ) is the one dimensional broad zero order Green's function [20] 
and x' = x — (p — p')Cl0. 
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The angle-energy independent zero order integral Green's function is given by 
Gbm(x,x0,Cl0,E0) = T I Gbm(x,x0,Cl,Cl0,E,EQ)dCldE 
J —oo J AIT 
H[-Cl0-n(*')} f_ (jS_-uo)2 + (v'-v0)2\ 





27rs2i<::i;|a,x'xa„x'i " " F 1 2S2 
63mH[-n0-n(x')} { (u'-u0)2 + (v'-v0)2\ 




These forms will be useful in illustrating results, and also to compare with known 
theories. Next, specific cases of the zero order Green's function will be discussed in 
which the theory that has been developed up to this point will be utilized. 
III.7 U N I F O R M ISOTROPIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
When the general convex region V is subject to a uniform isotropic beam of type m 
particles, the boundary condition will take the form 
F3(xb, Cl, E) = 63mH[-Cl • n(xb)}Fm(E). (146) 
We can then see that the primary flux would be 
$(x,Cl,E) = [G°-F}3(x,Cl,E) 
P P y-7CJ 




Pk(Ek) Fm(E1)dEl ^ j-lE-Ekip-f/^Ei)}2 
Pk(E) V27^sk(p - p', Ex) * \ 2sk(p - p>, E,)2 










The integral flux for this case, 4>3 (x, Cl) is given by 
#(x, fi) « 63mH[-Cl.n(*')} r J™lE;)Fm{Ell dEl. (148) 
J-00Pm[Em(p-p',Ey)] 
Now, specific boundary conditions that are of interest will be investigated. In 
particular, start by considering that the boundary condition has a Gaussian energy 
spectrum. 
In this case, Fm(E) will take on the form 
With this type of boundary condition, the corresponding primary flux would be 
AOr o ^ A m o r ^pm(Em) [°° \ -\E - Em(p - p1\E1)}2\ 
t3(x,Cl,E) « ^ H l - n - n C x J l - ^ - ^ - y ^ e x p l 2Sm{p_^El? ) 
f-(E1-E0)2\ dE, 
\ 2s% J 2irsm(p- p',Ex)sE 
Pm(Em) H[-Cl-n(x')j 
Jm
 Pm(E) y/tosKp-f/^) 
c:J-{E-Em{p'^Eo))2\ (150) 
x p \ 2si(P-fy,E0)2 / ' ( 1 5 0 ) 
where (s^)2 is given by equation (137). This primary flux can also be written in 
terms of the one dimensional broad zero order Green's function [20] as 
4>°3(x,Cl,E) = H[-Cl-n(x')]Gb3m[p,p',E,E0}. (151) 
The integral flux is then given by 
#(x,0) = r <f3(x,Cl,E)dE » 63mH[-n.^))-—J^E^—- (152) 
J-oo Pm[Em(p-p',E0)] 
This result is obtained by recalling that the one dimensional zero order Green's 
•exp 
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function was approximated by equation (136) and in complete form is given by 
Gbm(p,p',E,E0) = 6 ^ P ™ ^ l 2T Pm(E) s»m(p-p>,E0) 
( (E-Em(p-p',E0))2\ 
eXP{ 2s>m(p-p',E0)2 j ' (153) 
By noting that the attenuation factors vary slowly with E, this allows for the evalu-
ation of the integral by taking the peak value of the exponential and evaluating the 
other terms at this peak value. Therefore, Pm(Em) would become Pm(Em(p—p', Em)). 
Applying the definitions of these residual energies, Em(p—p', Em) reduces to E0. Also, 
Pm(E) would become Pm(Em). 
III.8 GCR ENERGY SPECTRA 
As shown by equation (147), the primary flux for this case is given by 
n-lPm(Em) f°° Fm(Ei)dEi 
^(x^E) « 63mH[-Cl-n(^')}^^-j_ 2TTsm(p- p',Ex) 
{-[E-EM-^n 
v \ 2sm(fi-f/,E1)i j v ' 
In general, the energy integral in equation (154) can not be evaluated analytically. 
One would need to use numerical quadrature to approximate the value. However, 
when working with GCR Energy Spectra, all of the functions in the integrand vary 
slowly with E\ except for the Gaussian, which is very sharply peaked and achieves 
its maximum when Em(p — p',Ei) = E or equivalently when E\ = Em(p — p',E). 
We can therefore approximate equation (154) by using the following techniques. 
Applying Taylor's Theorem, 
Em(p - p', E,) « Em(p - p', Em) + rm[p - p', E}(Ei - Em), (155) 
where 




JLO/ <-» r>\ r trr r-» / r\-\Pm(Em) Sm(Em) f°° Fm(Ei) 
(/>°3(x,Cl,E) « <5jmff[-n-n(x)] - / — -
^m(&) Sm(E) J-oo V2TTSm(p - p1, E^ 
J [E1-Em(p-p',E)}2\ 
•
exp{- 2 U P - ^ W r^1' (157) 
where sm(p—p', E\) = rm(p — p', E)sm(p—p', E{). This integral can be approximated 
by taking the value of the Gaussian at its peak, which occurs at Em. Thus, the 
primary flux can be represented as 
<t>°3(x,Cl,E) « 63mH[-Cl.n(x')]^^^^Fm(Em), (158) 
where as before, Em = Em(p — p', E). 
Also as before, the integral flux, 4>3(x, Cl), is given by equation (148) and needs 
to be evaluated numerically. By way of illustration, a number of problems in which 
simple geometrical objects are exposed to an ion beam source, a uniform isotropic 
radiation, and a space boundary condition will now be investigated. 
The ions transported through objects in the section titled Ion Beam Spectrum 
are associated with the previously derived broad zero order Green's function. In 
the section titled Uniform Isotropic Boundary Conditions and a Gaussian 
Energy Profile, the ions are assumed to be transported with a Gaussian energy pro-
file. Space boundary conditions are used in the section titled Galactic Cosmic Ray 
(GCR) Boundary Conditions in which measured GCR particle fluxes associated 
with the 1977 solar minimum [11] are transported through the same objects. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ZERO ORDER GREEN'S FUNCTION 
IV. 1 ION BEAM SPECTRUM 
Using the broad zero order Green's function, equation (138), the primary flux can 
be illustrated for various simple geometric figures. 
IV. 1.1 Half-space with an Ion Beam Spectrum Boundary Condition 
Let V be the half-space, z > 0, whose boundary dV is the xy-plane. 
FIGURE 26: Coordinate Variables 
For this case, the primary flux is given by 
Gbm(x,x0,Cl,Cl0,E,E0) 6jmH[~Cl • n(x *m \ f^m ) 47rslsnsbm(p-p>,E0)KxKn Pm(E) 
(X'-Xo)2 + (y'-y0)2 
2s2 • exp < -
r (i-ci-ci0)2\ e x p( * £ — } 
f (E-Em(p-p',E0))2 
•exp 2sbm(p-p',E0)2 (159) 
where 
dV = {x : x = x(x, y), - c o < x < oo, —oo < y < oo} , (160) 
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and 
dS = dxdy. (161) 
Figure 27 shows the 1000 MeV/amu iron (56Fe) primary ion flux as a function of 
inclination angle 9 (Deg) and energy E (MeV/amu), at depths z = 0,5, and 15 g/cm2 
of aluminum (27A1) respectively. The results are presented for the case in which ip = 0 
(Deg), sE = 30 (MeV/amu), s n = 12 (Deg), sx = .2, and Cl0 = ( ^ , 0 , ^ ) . At the 
boundary, the Gaussian profile of the beam is seen where the peak occurs in the mean 
direction and initial energy of the beam. As the ion propagates into the material, the 
surviving primary ions lose energy and the variation with theta narrows. The latter 
occurs because the off-axis ions have lower starting energies due to the Gaussian 
energy profile boundary condition. Thus, as these ions penetrate into the material, 
the number of surviving off-axis ions will decrease quicker than those that are in the 
center of the high energy beam. 
Primary Flux 
° so -rneta tDe9> 
FIGURE 27: The 56Fe primary flux (from left to right) at (0,0,0), (0,0,5), and (0,0,15) 
with ip = 0 Deg. 
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IV. 1.2 Sphere with an Ion Beam Spectrum Boundary Condition 
Next, consider the target to be a 
solid aluminum sphere with corresponding 
equation x2 + y2 + z2 < 162. The bound-
ary will be irradiated by an ion beam 
source. There are two situations that need 
to be addressed when working in a spher-
ical coordinate system. These are where 
{dgx'xdtpx'l = 0 and where [dgx'xd^x'l ^ 
0. 
eft' = 2xs\n0d0 
FIGURE 28: Element of surface area 
The point at which the Jacobian is equal to 0 is called a singular point. For a 
spherical coordinate system, this occurs at the poles (9 = 0,7r). At these points, the 
parametric ordered pair (9, (p) breaks down since <p is indeterminate. For this case, 
the element of surface area will be 
dS = 2?Tsin9d9. (162) 
Further, at the singular point 9 = 0, the surface delta (5) function is denoted by 
6 and is given by 
6(x - x0) = 5(9-0) 6(l-cos9) 27rsin# 27T 
Therefore, the corresponding boundary condition becomes 
(163) 
F3(xb,Cl,E) 53mH[-Cl • n(xb)} f (i-cosgfen (27rf/2sxsnsEKxKn ~ P \ 2s2 J 
/ (1-Cl-Cl0)2\ j (E-E0)2\ exp\—^r~/expi~-^^/ (164) 
where 9b is the inclination angle of entry, and sx,sn, and sE are the spreads in space, 
angle and energy respectively. 
The normalization constants Kx and Ka are derived so that 
/ dxi f dCl0 f dE0F3(xb,Cl,E) 




63mH[-Cl.n(xb)} 1 = I dxx f dCl0 j™ dEQlf 
Jdv JA-K JE (27T 
f ( l -cosf l b ) 2 | 
I 2,2 J 
)3/2sxstisEKxKti 
t ± — <^uaub) 
•exp< - -
r (i-ci-ci0)2\ r (E-E0)2\ 
expt—24— ) e x p { -^^)- (166) 
Evaluating these integrals yields the normalization constants of 
Kx = v r - e r f f ^ j , (167) 
Kn = 7T • erf ( ^  j . (168) 
The Green's function, together with the boundary condition, given by equation 
(164), can be used to calculate the primary flux. 
Therefore, for the case where the ion beam enters the material at the pole, where 
the entry inclination angle 9' = 0, the broad zero Green's function (138) is given by 
the expression 
Gb (x x O O F F) ~ 6jmH[-Cl • n(x')} Pm(Em) 
G]m{
 ' °' ' °' ' °
j
 ~ (2n)V2sxsnsbm(p-p',E0)KxKn Pm(E) 
( (l-cos9')2} 
•





6 X P \ 2s*m(p-pi,E0)2 ]• ( l b 9 j 
Similarly, the pole at 9 = TX needs to be considered. In this case, the broad zero 
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order Green's function is given by 
Gb(x,x0,Cl,Cl0,E,E0) * 6jmH[-Cl • n(x')] -* m I, -^m ) (2Txf/2sxsusbn(p-p',E0)KxKil Pm(E) 
+ cos9')2' 
•exp {J± 2sl 
r ( i -n-fJo) 2 l 
e x p l * £ — ) 
( (E-Enip-pTtEo))2 
• exp 2 ^ ( p - p ' , £ 0 ) 2 
(170) 
Lastly, when calculating the flux away from the poles, where x 0 = x0(90, <pQ), and 
x ' = x'(9', if') are points of entry, and \dux0xdvx0\ ^ 0 , the broad zero order Green's 
function, and therefore the primary flux, is given by 
Cb (x x ClCl EE) ~ ^H[-Cl • n(x')] Pm(Em) 













7T - 6>c 
y/2sx 
+ erf 






Kn = 7r • erf (173) 
When representing the flux in a spherical coordinate system, both the singular 
as well as the nonsingular forms of the broad Green's functions may be needed in 
order to obtain the complete solution. In the figure to follow, figure 29, the iron 
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(56Fe) primary ion flux where the target is again aluminum (27A1) is represented as 
a function of 9 (Deg) and energy E (MeV/amu). The results are presented for the 
case in which (f = 0 (Deg), sE = 30 (MeV/amu), sn = 12 (Deg), sx = 12 (Deg), 
Clo = (1,0,0), and xo = (—16,0,0). The flux calculations shown below were chosen 
to illustrate the attenuation into the material. At or near the boundary, the Gaussian 
profile of the beam is seen where the peak occurs in the mean direction and initial 
energy of the beam. As the ion propagates into the material, it loses energy and the 
variation with theta decreases. 
FIGURE 29: The 56Fe primary flux (from left to right) at (-16,0,0), (-12,0,0), (0,0,0), 
and (12,0,0). 
IV. 1.3 Integral Flux 
As another illustration of the ion beam spectrum where the surface is a sphere, the 
energy independent integral flux is calculated. For the nonsingular case, the integral 






53mH[-Cl • n(x')] f (fl' - 9Q)2 + ( y - y0)2 \ 
4Trs2xKxKiisiisin9' P \ 2s2 J 
r _ ( i - » . » 0 ) 2 | Pm(^0) 
I 2 4 j P3(Em(p-p',E0)) 





<5jmff [ - n • n(x')] / (1-C0S6Q2] 
(27rf/2sxKxKusn ^ \ 2s2 J 
r _ ( i - » - » 0 ) 2 | P ^ O ) ( 1 7 5 ) 






£ j mff[-ft • n(x')] / (1 + cosfl')2] 
(2ir)*/2sxKxKnsn 6 X P \ 2s2 J 
r _ ( i - » . » 0 ) 2 | P m W (176) 
I 2 4 J P3(Em(p-p',Eo)) 
respectively. 
Since there is built in symmetry on the surface of a sphere, it is sufficient to 
show the flux of a beam that is entering the material both perpendicular and not 
perpendicular to the surface. The following figures will demonstrate the profile of 
the zero order integral flux plotted as a function of ip and 9 (Deg). The variation 
of Gbm(x, x0, Cl, Cl0, Eo) is presented in Cartesian form. By eliminating the energy 
dependance, the dependance on angle is seen in these figures. 
The first plot is given with the target as aluminum (27A1) and the projectile as 
iron (56Fe) and where sE = 30 (MeV/amu), sn = 12 (Deg), sx = 12 (Deg), Cl0 = 
(1,0,0), Xo = (—16,0, 0), and x = (0,0,0). Furthermore, in the second plot sE = 30 
(MeV/amu), sn = 12 (Deg), sx = 12 (Deg), Cl0 = ( 5 , 5 . ^ ) , x0 = ( -8 , -8 , -11 .3 ) , 
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and x = (0,0,0). The concentration of the flux about the initial mean direction is 
seen in these plots. 
FIGURE 30: A perpendicular ion beam with the entering position of (-16,0,0). 
FIGURE 31: A non-perpendicular ion beam with the entering position of (-8,-8,-
11.3). 
From the analysis and results just presented, one can see that the Green's function 
solution of the Boltzmann equation is capable of representing an ion beam spectrum. 
In addition, the Green's function solution can also be used in the cases of broad 
energy and angular spectra. These cases will now be discussed. 
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IV.2 A UNIFORM ISOTROPIC BOUNDARY CONDITION AND A 
GAUSSIAN ENERGY PROFILE 
IV.2.1 Half-space with a Uniform Isotropic Boundary Condition and a 
Gaussian Energy Profile 
Let V be the half-space, z > 0, as represented in figure 32, whose boundary dV is 
the xy-plane. 
FIGURE 32: A Uniform Isotropic Boundary Condition 
In this case, it is assumed that the boundary is subject to a uniform beam of 
type m particles with mean energy EQ MeV/amu that are isotropic in direction and 
have a Gaussian energy profile. The boundary condition then takes the form as given 
by equations (146) and (149), and the primary flux is given by 








where (sm)2 is given by equation (137), and 
p-p' = - , ( f i 3 >0) . 
S £ 3 
(178) 
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Relative to the Cartesian coordinate system OXYZ, with spherical polar coor-
dinates (1,7, a), the direction vector Cl has components 
Cl Cl2 
\n3j \ 
sin 7 cos a \ 
sin 7 sin a 
cos 7 / 
(179) 
Therefore, the distance of a point x 6 V from the boundary is given by 
p-p = 
cos 7 
-, ( 0 < 7 < 7 T / 2 ) . (180) 
Thus, the primary flux can be expressed in terms of the one dimensional broad 
Green's function [20] by 
# ( x , Cl,E) = H[Cl • k]Gbm[p,p', E, E0] = H[coS1}Gbm[z/cos7l0, E, E0). (181) 
Figure 33 shows the 1000 MeV/amu iron (56Fe) primary ion flux as a function of 
7 (Deg) and energy E (MeV/amu), at depths z = 0,5, and 15 g/cm2 of aluminum 
(27A1) respectively. In this case, there is axial symmetry about the z-direction and 
therefore, the results are presented only for the case in which a = 0 (Deg). 
The zero order integral flux 
/
oo 
ct>3(x,Cl,E)dE zi 53mH(cos>y) 
-oo 
Pm[Eo] 
Pm[Em(z/cos j , E0)\ 
(182) 
is exhibited in figures 34-35, where it is plotted as a function of 7 and a at depths 
z = 0, and 5 g/cm2 of aluminum (27A1) respectively. The variation of 0 (x, Cl) is 
presented in Cartesian form. The lack of variation with a confirms the axi-symmetric 





FIGURE 33: The 56Fe primary flux (from left to right) at depths z = 0,5, and 15 
g/cm2 with a = 0 Deg. 
The uniform nature of the boundary flux is exhibited in figure 33. As the depth 
into the material increases, which corresponds to an increase in gamma, the primary 
flux gradually decreases until the stopping range of the projectile is reached. 
FIGURE 34: The energy independent integral 56Fe primary flux at depth z 
g/cm2. 
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FIGURE 35: The energy independent integral 56Fe primary flux at depth z = 5 
g/cm2. 
As seen in figures 34 and 35, the only admissible directions for the external flux 
at the boundary are those into the target material. Again, the attenuation of the 
primary flux is seen as the depth into the material approaches the ion's stopping 
range. 
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IV.2.2 Hemisphere with a Uniform Isotropic Boundary Condition and a 
Gaussian Energy Profile 
The target in this case is a hemispher-
ical aluminum (27A1) solid given by the in-
equalities x2 + y2 + z2 < 162, z > 0. A 
uniform isotropic beam of iron (56Fe) ions 
with mean energy E0 = 1000 MeV/amu 
and energy spread sE = 10 MeV/amu will 
irradiate the boundary. In the figures to 
follow, figures 37-40, the iron (56Fe) pri-
mary ion flux is represented as a function 
of 7 (Deg) and energy E (MeV/amu). Var-
ious values of a (Deg) and several target 
points within the material are tested. 
As 7 varies, the distance that the primary ion has traveled changes depending on the 
position of the point inside the material. The attenuation of the projectile can be 
seen to gradually decrease as its stopping range is approached. 
The profile of the zero order integral flux <j> (x,Cl), given by equation (140), 
is exhibited in figures 41-42, where it is plotted as a function of 7 and a (Deg). 
The variation of <fr3(x, Cl) is presented in Cartesian form. By eliminating the energy 
dependance, the dependance on angle is seen in these figures. Again, the relationship 
between the distance traveled into the material and the corresponding flux is seen. 
FIGURE 36: Hemisphere 
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FIGURE 37: The 56Fe primary flux at (0,0,0) with a = 0 Deg. 
In figure 37, the symmetry of the surface is evident. The flux of primary particles 
that have reached the point (0,0,0) from every admissible entry point will be the 
same since these points are equidistant from the origin. Outside of this region, the 
primary flux is given by the input environment. 
•v*^  
FIGURE 38: The 56Fe primary flux at (11,0,9) with a = 0 Deg. 
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FIGURE 39: The 56Fe primary flux at (11,0,9) with a = 90 Deg. 
FIGURE 40: The 56Fe primary flux at (11,0,9) with a = 180 Deg. 
Figures 38-40 demonstrate the lack of axial symmetry about the z-direction at 
the point (11,0,9) in the material and that the magnitude of the primary flux is seen 
to be directly correlated with the distance that the ion has traveled into the material. 
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FIGURE 41: The energy independent integral 56Fe primary flux at (0,0,0). 
FIGURE 42: The energy independent integral 56Fe primary flux at (10,-10,6). 
Integrating out the energy helps to illustrate the dependance on angle at various 
points in the material as is shown in figures 41-42. 
A sample of simple geometries will be used throughout this dissertation in order to 
demonstrate the ability to incorporate convex boundary regions into the problem and 
also to show the behavior of the flux at edge points of these regions. Next, the galactic 
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cosmic ray boundary condition will be explored where again simple geometries will 
be used as targets. 
IV.3 GALACTIC COSMIC RAY (GCR) BOUNDARY CONDITION 
Cosmic ray ions are composed of 85 percent protons, 13 percent alpha particles, and 
about 2 percent of electrons and nuclei of lithium, boron, carbon, oxygen, all the 
way up to tin [6]. The most abundant particles, such as H, He, C, O, and Fe are 
known as primary (naturally abundant) particles. Primary cosmic rays are particles 
that are accelerated (generated) at astrophysical sources [6]. Other particles such 
as Li, Be, B, Sc, etc. are known as secondary particles and are less abundant [5]. 
Secondary particles are produced in the interaction of the primary particles with the 
interstellar gas [6]. 
Collectively these charged particles are called galactic cosmic rays (GCR). GCR 
is always present in interstellar space, and the intensity of the GCR is modulated 
by the solar cycle, during which the Sun's magnetic field varies approximately every 
eleven years. This type of radiation originates from unknown parts of the galaxy and 
contains energetic charged particles ranging from hydrogen to tin. These particles 
can penetrate many of the materials that are now being used to make spacecraft. 
They produce fragments that can penetrate even deeper into most materials, and 
could pose a threat to the health and safety of astronauts. This fact makes shielding 
against GCR a challenging problem. 
In this section, the propagation of iron (56Fe) through various aluminum surfaces 
will be investigated with the imposed GCR boundary conditions. Then, the propa-
gation of carbon (12C), helium (4He), hydrogen (JH), and oxygen (160) ions through 
a selection of aluminum (27A1) surfaces will be investigated in order to cover the 
most abundant particles that are seen in GCR. The magnitude of the primary flux 
of these elements depends on their abundance in the composition of the GCR and 
their mass, but the overall shape of their spectra remains the same. 
IV.3.1 Half-space with a GCR Boundary Condition 
Let V be the half-space, z > 0, whose boundary dV is the xy-plane. In this case, 
the measured GCR type m particle flux associated with the 1977 solar minimum [11] 
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is taken as the incoming flux. Thus, the boundary condition will take the form 
F3(xb, Cl,E) = 63mH[Cl-k}Fm(E). (183) 
Following our previous analysis, equation (158), the primary flux will be given by 
cfP3(x,Cl,E) « 63mH[coS1}P™{E^ SfE^Fm(Em). (184) 
rm\a) bm\E) 
Figures 43-44 show the 1000 MeV/amu iron (56Fe) primary ion flux as a function 
of 7 (Deg) and energy E (MeV/amu), at depths z = 0,5, and 15 g/cm2 of (27A1) 
aluminum respectively. In this case, there is axial symmetry about the z-direction 
and therefore, the results are presented only for the case in which a = 0 (Deg). 
The profile of the zero order integral flux (f)3(x,Cl), given by equation (140), is 
exhibited in figures 45-46, where it is plotted as a function of 7 and a (Deg) at depths 
z = 0, and 5 g/cm2 of aluminum (27A1) respectively. The variation of <jfr (x, Cl) is 
presented in Cartesian form. The lack of variation with a confirms the axi-symmetric 
nature of the solution. 
FIGURE 43: The 56Fe primary flux at depth 2 = 0 g/cm2 with a = 0 Deg. 
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FIGURE 44: The 56Fe primary flux at depth z = 5 g/cm2 with a = 0 Deg. 
As seen in figure 43, the isotropy of the GCR spectra is clearly seen at the 
boundary. As the depth increases, as is seen in figure 44, the isotropy is destroyed 
and the broad spectra of energy is also apparent. 
FIGURE 45: The energy independent integral 56Fe primary flux at depth z = 0 
g/cm2. 
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FIGURE 46: The energy independent integral 56Fe primary flux at depth z = 5 
g/cm2. 
With the energy dependence eliminated, the variation of the primary flux with 
angle is seen in figures 45 and 46. Again, the relationship between the distance 
traveled into the material and the corresponding flux is seen. 
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IV.3.2 Hemisphere with a GCR Boundary Condition 
The target in this case is a hemispherical aluminum (27A1) solid given by the inequal-
ities x2 + y2 + z2 < 162, z > 0. The boundary will be irradiated by the measured 
GCR type m particle flux associated with the 1977 solar minimum [11]. In the figures 
to follow, figures 47-50, the iron (56Fe) primary ion flux is represented as a function 
of 7 (Deg) and energy E (MeV/amu). Various values of a (Deg) and several target 
points within the material are tested. 
Effects due to the contour of the boundary are apparent in the figures to follow. 
As 7 varies, the distance that the primary ion has traveled changes depending on the 
position of the point inside the material. The attenuation of the projectile can also 
be seen in the figures. 
The profile of the zero order integral flux (f> (x.,Cl), given by equation (140), 
is exhibited in figures 51-52, where it is plotted as a function of 7 and a (Deg). 
The variation of ^ ( x , Cl) is presented in Cartesian form. By eliminating the energy 
dependance, the dependance on angle is seen in these figures. Again, the relationship 
between the distance traveled into the material and the corresponding flux is seen. 
FIGURE 47: The 56Fe primary flux at (0,0,0) with a = 0 Deg. 
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In figure 47, the symmetry of the surface is evident. The flux of primary particles 
that have reached the point (0,0,0) from every admissible entry point will be the 
same since these points are equidistant from the origin. Outside of this region, the 
primary flux is given by the input environment. 
FIGURE 48: The 56Fe primary flux at (11,0,9) with a = 0 Deg. 
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FIGURE 49: The 56Fe primary flux at (11,0,9) with a = 90 Deg. 
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FIGURE 50: The 56Fe primary flux at (11,0,9) with a = 180 Deg. 
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Figures 48-50 demonstrate the fact that there is no axial symmetry about the 
z-direction for this point in the material. In addition, the figures show that the 
magnitude of the primary flux is seen to be directly correlated with the distance that 
the ion has traveled into the material. 
FIGURE 51: The energy independent integral 56Fe primary flux at (0,0,0). 
FIGURE 52: The energy independent integral 56Fe primary flux at (10,-10,6). 
Integrating out the energy helps to illustrate the dependance on angle at various 
points in the material as is shown in figures 51-52. 
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IV.3.3 Half-space with a GCR Boundary Condition using a Hydrogen 
Projectile 
It is also important to demonstrate that the flux calculations can be done for light 
ions as well. Specifically, hydrogen as well as carbon will be used as projectiles. First, 
a half-space boundary will be considered where the incoming ion is hydrogen. 
Let V be the half-space, z > 0, whose boundary dV is the xy-p\ane. In this case, 
the measured GCR type m particle flux associated with the 1977 solar minimum [11] 
will be taken as our incoming flux. Thus, the boundary condition will take the form 
of equation (183). 
Following our previous analysis, equation (158), the primary flux (fP3(x,Cl,E) is 
represented by equation (184). 
Figures 53-55 show the hydrogen (*H) primary ion flux as a function of 7 (Deg) 
and energy E (MeV/amu), at depth z = 0,5, and 15 g/cm2 of aluminum (27A1) 
respectively. In this case, there is axial symmetry about the z-direction and therefore, 
the results are presented only for the case in which a = 0 (Deg). 
The profile of the zero order integral flux <fi3(x, Cl), given by equation (140), is 
exhibited in figures 56-57, where it is plotted as a function of 7 and a (Deg) at depths 
z = 0, and 5 g/cm2 of aluminum (27A1) respectively. The variation of <j>3(x, Cl) is 
presented in Cartesian form. The lack of variation with a confirms the axi-symmetric 
nature of the solution. 
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FIGURE 53: The JH primary flux at depth z = 0 g/cm2 with a = 0 Deg. 
FIGURE 54: The *H primary flux at depth z = 5 g/cm2 with a = 0 Deg. 
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FIGURE 55: The JH primary flux at depth z = 15 g/cm2 with a = 0 Deg. 
As seen in figure 53, the isotropy of the GCR spectra is clearly seen at the 
boundary. As the depth increases, as is seen in figures 54 and 55, the isotropy is 
destroyed and the broad spectra of energy is also apparent. 
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FIGURE 56: The energy independent integral *H primary flux at depth z = 0 g/cm2. 
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FIGURE 57: The energy independent integral XH primary flux at depth z = 5 g/cm2. 
With the energy dependence eliminated, the variation of the primary flux with 
angle is seen in these figures. Again, the relationship between the distance traveled 
into the material and the corresponding flux is seen. 
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IV.3.4 Half-space with a GCR Boundary Condition using an Oxygen 
Projectile 
Let V be the half-space, z > 0, whose boundary dV is the xy-plane. In this case, 
the measured GCR type m particle flux associated with the 1977 solar minimum [11] 
will be taken as our incoming flux. Thus, the boundary condition will take the form 
of equation (183). 
Following our previous analysis, equation (158), the primary flux (f>3(x,Cl,E) is 
represented by equation (184). 
Figures 58-60 show the oxygen (160) primary ion flux as a function of 7 (Deg) 
and energy E (MeV/amu), at depth z = 0,5, and 15 g/cm2 of aluminum (27A1) 
respectively. In this case, there is axial symmetry about the z-direction and therefore, 
the results are presented only for the case in which a = 0 (Deg). 
The profile of the zero order integral flux 4>3(x, Cl), given by equation (140), is 
exhibited in figures 61-63, where it is plotted as a function of 7 and a (Deg) at depths 
z = 0, 5, and 15 g/cm2 of aluminum (27A1) respectively. The variation of <j>3(x, Cl) is 
presented in Cartesian form. The lack of variation with a confirms the axi-symmetric 
nature of the solution. 





FIGURE 59: The 1 60 primary flux at depth z = 5 g/cm2 with a = 0 Deg. 
FIGURE 60: The 1 60 primary flux at depth z = 15 g/cm2 with a = 0 Deg 
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In the figures above, the attenuation of the primary flux is seen. 
FIGURE 61: The energy independent integral 1 60 primary flux at depth z 
g/cm2. 
= 0 




FIGURE 63: The energy independent integral 1 60 primary flux at depth z = 15 
g/cm2. 
With the energy dependence eliminated, the variation of the primary flux with 
angle is seen in these figures. Again, the relationship between the distance traveled 
into the material and the corresponding flux is seen. 
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CHAPTER V 
FIRST ORDER GREEN'S FUNCTION 
The next term in the Neumann Series that needs to be calculated is the first order 
Green's function, which represents the transport of first generation fragments. Using 
the Neumann series solution given by equation (119), the first order Green's function 
is obtained by G1 = (Q • L • S) • G°. 
In this expression, the operator Q is a quadrature operator, L is the linear trans-
port operator given by equation (116), S is the fragmentation or collision operator 
given by equation (102), and G° is the zero order Green's function operator. 
When the flux on the right-hand side of the Volterra equation (103) is replaced 
by the primary flux, the two-term Neumann approximation 
+
 f ^© [ 3 -* 0 , ' ( x ' '" ' w ' (185) 
is obtained, in which <I>0 is the primary flux vector and 
[S-*°}3(x,Cl,E) = J2 I"dHl I dCl^k^Cl^E^^Kx, Cl^Hi) 
k>3 J E JA* 
= r dHx f dn1ajm(n)n1)£;,if1)^(x,n1,Jff1). (ise) 
JE JA-K 
The second term on the right-hand side of (185) represents the first generation 
fragment flux, which will be denoted by <^(x, Cl, E), and is defined as 
#(x, Cl, E) = f ^j-1^[S • *°}3(x", n, E")dp". (187) 
For notational convenience, an operator, A, will be introduced. This operator 
represents the linear production density per unit path length of j type ions with 
energy E and direction Cl at the point x. 
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A]m[x,Cl,E] = f"dH, [ dCl^MCl^E^^K^Cl^). (188) 
JE JATV 
Hence, the first generation flux can be expressed as 
*>• °-£> - f imWiAU< "• E"w- <m 
Since numerical integration is computationally expensive, equation (189) will be 
evaluated by analytic approximations. As with the primary flux, Cl will be described 
by spherical polar coordinates (1,7, a) so that the components relative to the Carte-
sian coordinate system OXYZ are given by equation (179). 
A new Cartesian coordinate system, O'X'Y'Z', is obtained by rotating the rect-
angular Cartesian coordinates, OXYZ, by a radians about the z-axis, followed by 7 
radians about the rotated y-axis. This allows us to write components of Cl relative 




\ f i 3 ) 
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This transformation can also be expressed in terms of rotation matrices, ^ ( 7 ) 
and Rz(a), by noting that 
Cl' = RyzCl = Ry(j)Rz(a)Cl, (191) 
and 
where 
Cl = R-^Cl' = R^-ajRyt-^Cl', 
Ryi-r) = 
cos 7 0 — sin 7 
0 1 0 






I cos a sin a 0 » 
— sin a cos a 0 
0 0 1 
(194) 
Since the flux is a function of position 
as well as direction, it will be convenient to 
translate the coordinate system O'X'Y'Z' 
so that its origin coincides with the point 
x in the target material as shown in fig-
ure 64. The components of Cli relative to 
O'X'Y'Z', can be expressed in terms of the 
spherical polar (1, 9, /3) by 
FIGURE 64: Coordinate Translation 
/ » n \ 
Cl[ w, 12
V ^13 / 
sin9cos/? » 
sin 9 sin (3 
cos 9 j 
and relative to the original system OXYZ by 
where 
Cli = R~lCl^ = i2 z ( -a) i2„(-7)ni n12(0,p) 
y^i3(0 , /?) . J 
(195) 
(196) 
Clu(0,(3) = cos a cos 7 sin 9 cos (3 — sin a sin 9 sin (5 + cos a sin7 cos 9 
Cli2(9,P) = sin a cos 7 sin 9 cos (3 + cos a sin 9 sin /? + sin a sin 7 cos 0 (197) 
^13(0)/?) = — sin 7 sin 0 cos p1 + cos 7 cos (9. 
Now recall (50) that the double differential cross section for the production of 
type j ions of energy E in the direction Cl from type m ions of energy H\ in the 
direction Cli is given approximately by 
o-3m(Cl, CI-L, E, Hi) = ajm(9, E, Hi) = ajm(Hi)fE(E, Hi)fa(0, Hi (198) 
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and is independent of p\ Then it becomes clear that the equation for the production 
density, A, can be rewritten as 
A]Jx,Cl,E} = / dHi / sin9d9 / d(3a3m(Hi)fE(E,Hi) 
JE JO JO 
•^(9,^)^x^1(9,13)^1]. (199) 
For future reference, some additional no-
tation that is needed in later subsections is 
now introduced. Let x^ be the point where 
the ray through x in the direction Cl i first 
meets the boundary dV and let px = x • Cl\, 
and x^ = x — p^l\. Then x = x* + p^Cl\, 
x\ = x\ + p\Cli, and x - x': = (px - p[)Cli = 
di(9,(3)Cli as shown in figure 65. 
FIGURE 65: Surface 
V . l THE BROAD FIRST ORDER GREEN'S FUNCTION 
Since the above analysis is applicable in the case of a broad Green's function boundary 








/•OO /*7T pZTT 
A]m[x,xo, Cl,Clo,E,E0] = / dHi sin0d9 d(3a3m(Hi)fE(E,Hi) 
JE JO JO 
•fn(9, Hi)Gbmm(x, x0, Cli(9, (3), Cl0, HUE0), (201) 




A)m(x,xo,Cl,Cl0,E,Eo) = / dHi d9a3m(Hi)fE(E,Hi)sin(0)fn(9,H1) 
J
 E Jo 
d(3 H[-Cli(9,(3)-n(x')} 
2-nKx\dux' x dvx'\sx 
2 i („J „, \ 2 • 
i 
/ (U'-UO)2 + (V'-VQ)2\ 
e x p { 24 J 
1 f(l-Cli(9,(3)-Cl0)2} 
'V2^KuSaeXP\ 2s2u J 
•Gbmm(di(0,f3),O,H1,Eo). (202) 
It should now be recalled (45) that 
* . « / „ < » , * ) - Hfr/2 - ^ ' " W j ^ ' e x p ( - f ^ ) , (203) 
where to = —Jm is very small. It follows that sin9fa(9,Ei) is sharply peaked 
at about 0 ss LO « 0 for heavy ions. Hence, only primaries approaching x from 
within a cone of very small angle about Cl will contribute significantly to the first 
generation secondaries. Since the cone is very slender, we can make the simplifying 
assumption that Cl(9,(3) w Cl and that the distance from its apex x to the boundary 
dV is independent of the angle (3 giving d\(9,(3) ~ di(9), which is a slowly varying 
function of 9. It should be noted that this will need to be relaxed for light ions. This 
yields 
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H[-Cl • n(x')} / (u'-uo)2 + (v'-vof A W o o p p ^ ff[-ft • Q] / «' 
A j m (x ,x 0 , f t , f t 0 , £ ,£ 0 ) = ^ - ^ _ _ ^ ^ e x p | - -









H[-Cl • n(x')} \ (u> - uo)2 + (v'- v0f 
Kx\dux'xdvx'\sr^\ 2s2 
1 _ / (1 - Cl • Clp)2 \ 
24 J exp 2-KKUSH 
/ •oo 
• / dHia3m(Hi)fE(E,Hi) 
JE 
•Gbmm(p-p',0,Hi,E0), (204) 
where in the last approximation, use has been made of the results to ^ 0 and d\ (LU) m 
di(0) = p-p'. 
Next, from [20], it is seen that 
ib 1 „ J n u T? \ _ Pm(E„ GlJp-p'^H^Eo) = 
Pm(Hi)^sbm(p-p',Eo) 
[Hi-Em(p-p',E0))2\ 
P l 2sbm(p-p>,E0)2 j ' ( 2 ° 5 ) 
and from the approximation of fE(E,Hi) (given by equation (40)), let EJm = 
E3m(Hi) = ES(H\) be the collision energy downshift for type j fragments produced 
from type m projectiles and ejm = e3m(H\) = a^L(Hi)(3L(Hi) be the corresponding 
width. These are both slowly varying functions of Hi. Therefore, it is possible to 
make the approximation, 
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/•OO 
/ dHKi^H^UE, Hx)Gbmm(p - pi, 0, HUEQ) 
JE 
^ f°° a3m(Hi) c „ f [Hi - E3m(Hi) - E}2 \ 
J-oo V^Ejm \ 2ejm ) 
Pm(Em) 1 ( [Hi-Em(p-p',E0)}2\dH 
'Pm(Hi)y/2^sbm(p-p',E0)eXP\ 2sbm(p-p',E0)2 ) * 
a3m[Em(p-p',Eo)}Pm(Eo) f°° 1 f 
J —a 
• exp < -
Pm[Em(p ~ ft, Eo)} J-oo V2Tr(a^L(Em)PL(Em)) 
[H\ — E3m(Em) — E] I 
2e2 
/ [Hi-Em(p-p',E0)}2\ 
2^sbm(p - p>, Eo) 6 X P V 2sbm(p - p', Eo)2 ) dHl 
_ Pm(Ep) o~3m(Em) I [Em — E3m(Em) — E]2 \ COflfi'i 
~ Pm(Em)V2^sl(p-p',Eo)eXP\ 2s\n(p-pi,Eo)2 ) ' 
where 
sl(p" - p', Eo)2 = sbm(p" - p', Eo)2 + e2m. (207) 
It now follows that 
H[-Cl • n(x')} / (u'-uo)2 + (v'-vo)2\ , 1 , ~ ~ r, ^ H[~ ')] f (U  
A]m(x,x0,n,no,E,Eo) « ^ - ^ e x p j - L , 2s? 
1 / ( 1 - f t - f t o ) 2 ) Pm(£0) 
exp • l V & n S n I 2s2, J
 Pm(Ej 
2*s\n(p-pl,EQ) 
^ 2^-^W J' ( 2 ° 8 ) 
and hence that the broad first order Green's function (200) is given by 
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f ( i - n - n 0 ) 2 ) 
I 24 J V27ri<:nsn 
f" P3(E") S3(E") Pm(E0) a]m(Em) 
JP> P3(E) S3(E) Pm(Em) V2^sl(p" - p>, E0) 
• exD f - iE" + E3m(Em) - Em}2 \ 
P{ 2sUP"-(S,Eo)2 ) d p ' [ m 
where s„(p" — p',E0)2 was defined by equation (207), E" = E3(p — p",E), and 
Em = Em(p — p", E). The remaining integral 
J f 
JP' 
" P3(E") S3(E") Pm(E0) a3m(E, 
P3(E) S3(E) Pm(Em) V^sKp" - p>, Eo) 
I ^E" + E3m(Em) - Em}2 \ 
can be approximated by two methods, which are now discussed. 
Define 
cjm(p") = Cjm(p,p',E,Eo;p") 
P3(E") S3(E") Pm(E0) 
P3(E) §3(E) Pm(Em) 
and 
a3m(Em), (211) 
9jm(p") = g3m(p,p',E,E0;p") 
= Em(p"-p',E0)-E3(p-p",E)-E3m(Em). (212) 
Then the integral J can be expressed in the form 
J _ fP C^P") ( 9im(P")2 \ „ , 
3
 ~ I yfasW -
 P', Eo) ^ I 2Snx(p» - p>, Eo)2) dp • ( 2 1 3 ) 
The exponential term in this equation achieves its maximum at some point p" = 
100 
p*, where gjm(p*) = 0. Additionally, s^p" — p',Eo) is a slowly varying function of 
p" and by Taylor's theorem, 
g3m(p")*93m(P*)(p"-P*)> (214) 
it is possible to make the approximation 
rP












In the first approximation, it is assumed that C3m(p") is a slowly varying function 
of p", in which case 
J 









2^Slm(P*) }' (217) 
and the broad first order Green's function is approximated by 
G]m(x,x0, Cl,Cl0,E,E0 H[-Cl • n(x')] (2n)3/2KxKn\dux> x a„x ' | s | s n 
r ( i - n - n 0 ) 2 l 
e X P l 2-s2^) 










In the second approximation, Taylor's theorem is used to express CJTn(p") in the 
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form 
C3m(p") « C3m(p*) + C'3m(p*)(p" - p"), 
in which case 
C3m(P*) f _ } . 
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 c::p ( (p" - P-) 
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L 24l(P*)2 y/2^3m((ff 
The corresponding broad first order Green's function is then given by 
H[-Cl • n(x')] 
} 
G.1 r o(x )x0 )n,n0 ,£;,^) (2ir)3/2KxKn\dux> x dvx'\s2xsn 
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2sl(p*)2J ~^\ 2sl(p*)2 
V.2 THE FIRST ORDER GREEN'S FUNCTION 
(221) 
Since the first order Green's function is the special case corresponding to the bound-
ary condition (104), it is easily found by taking the limit of the broad first order 
Green's function as sx, s«, sE —> 0. For approximation 1, this yields 
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Glm(x,x0,Cl,Clo,E,Eo) « H[ " " n ( X ° ] ^ ( l - n • Clo)6(x' - V C>m{p*] 2* v u/ K J2g'3m(p*) 
(erf f _ ^ M _ erf f _ ^ M 1
 (222) 
and for approximation 2, it yields 
G ) m ( x , x 0 ) n ) n 0 , ^ ^ ) » H[ n2iTn{*')]6(l-Cl-Clo)6(x'-xo) 
C3m(p*) f f / gJm(p) \ _ rf / g3m(p') \ \ 





sl(p" - p', Eo)2 = sm(p" ~ P', Eo)2 + e2m. (224) 
V.3 ION BEAM SPECTRUM 
The broad Green's function finds application in the modeling of ion beam experiments 
of the type used to analyze the shielding requirements for space missions. An example 
is therefore presented to illustrate the first generation fragment flux in an aluminum 
(27Al) half-space z > 0 with ion beam type boundary conditions (129). The projectile 
beam is assumed to have mean direction Clo = (775, 0, -4=) and to consist of iron (56Fe) 
with mean energy 1000 MeV/amu and spreads sE = 30 (MeV/amu), su = 45 (Deg), 
sx = 1. Since the Jacobian in this case is \dux' x dvx'\ = 1, equation (221) shows 
that the first generation fragment flux is given by 
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In the following figure shown below, figure 66, the first generation oxygen (160) 
fragment flux is plotted as a function of inclination angle, 7 (Deg), and energy 
(MeV/amu) at depths z = 2, 5, and 15 g/cm2 of aluminum (27A1). From this figure, it 
is seen that the fragment flux peaks around 5 g/cm2. Beyond that, the energy spread 










FIGURE 66: The first generation 1 60 fragment flux at depths (from left to right) 
z = 2,5, and 15 g/cm2 with a = 0 Deg. 
For consideration of other target geometries, such as a sphere or cylinder, the 
surface Jacobian, \dux'xdvx'\, needs to be calculated and the singular points need 
to be considered as was done for the zero order Green's function. 
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V.4 UNIFORM ISOTROPIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
For the special case in which the boundary flux is uniform, isotropic, and has a 
Gaussian energy profile, the first generation flux is obtained by integrating equation 
(221) over all boundary points, x0, and all directions, Clo- This yields the result 
-(-t^)-(-Sf^)}' 
This result can also be obtained directly from the uniform isotropic boundary 
condition (146) by means of the techniques used in section V.l, but the computations 
are omitted in the interest of brevity. 
V.4.1 First Generation Flux in a Half-space with a Uniform Isotropic 
Boundary Condition and a Gaussian Energy Profile 
For illustrative purposes, an aluminum (27A1) half-space is considered as the target 
material of interest. The first three figures, figures 67-69, show the first generation 
oxygen (160) fragment flux as a function of inclination angle, 7 (Deg), and energy 
(MeV/amu) at depths z = 5,10, and 15 g/cm2 of aluminum (27A1) for an iron (56Fe) 
projectile with a mean energy of 1000 MeV/amu and spread sE = 30 (MeV/amu). 
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FIGURE 67: The first generation 1 60 fragment flux at depth z = 5 g/cm2 with 
a = 0 Deg. 
In the previous figure, the number of fragments are increasing with depth until 
approximately 80 degrees where a large decrease with depth occurs as the stopping 
range of the particle is approached. Close to the boundary, the flux of fragments 
will be low, which is why there is still an increase in the flux at a relatively shallow 
depth. These fragments will accumulate as the depth increases and will eventually 
peak. 
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FIGURE 68: The first generation 1 60 fragment flux at depth z = 10 g/cm2 with 
a = 0 Deg. 
Fragment Flux 
FIGURE 69: The first generation 1 60 fragment flux at depth z = 15 g/cm2 with 
a = 0 Deg. 
Figures 68 and 69 show that with increasing depth, the number of fragments 
decrease as the stopping range is approached. 
As a verification of the approximations used, the first generation fragment flux 
was computed by evaluating the integrals numerically using a simple trapezoidal 
method. A comparison was then made between the numerical results and those 
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obtained by analytical approximations. This comparison is shown in figures 70 and 
71, which exhibit the oxygen (160) fragment flux at depth z = 10 g/cm2. Figure 70 
shows the variation of the fragment flux with inclination angle,7 (Deg), for several 
energy values (MeV/amu) and figure 71 shows the variation of the fragment flux 
with energy (MeV/amu) for several values of the inclination angle, 7 (Deg). Note 
that there is good agreement between the results, indicating that the approximations 




FIGURE 70: A comparison between the numerical and approximate first generation 
1 60 fragment fluxes at depth z = 10 g/cm2 for several energies (MeV/amu). 
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Energy (MeV/amu) 
FIGURE 71: A comparison between the numerical and approximate first generation 
1 60 fragment fluxes at depth z = 10 g/cm2 for several inclination angles (Deg). 
The approximation in equation (226) can be used to calculate the fragment flux of 
any heavy ion. However, even with light ions, such as lithium (7Li), there is still good 
agreement. Figures 72 - 74 show the first generation lithium (7Li) fragment flux as a 
function of inclination angle, 7 (Deg), and energy at depths z = 5,10, and 15 g/cm2 
of aluminum (27A1) with an 1000 MeV/amu iron (56Fe) projectile. Consistent with 
the figures for oxygen (160), these figures show that at a depth of z = 5 g/cm2, the 
number of fragments are increasing with depth until approximately 80 degrees where 
a large decrease with depth occurs as the stopping range of the ion is approached. 
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FIGURE 72: The first generation 7Li fragment flux at depth z = 5 g/cm2 with a = 0 
Deg. 
Close to the boundary, the flux of fragments produced will be low, which is why 
there is still an increase in fragments at a relatively shallow depth. 
FIGURE 73: The first generation 7Li fragment flux at depth z = 10 g/cm2 with 
a = 0 Deg. 
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FIGURE 74: The first generation 7Li fragment flux at depth z = 15 g/cm2 with 
a = 0 Deg. 
Figures 73 and 74 show that with increasing depth, the number of fragments 
decrease as the stopping range is approached. 
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V.4.2 First Generation Flux in a Circular Cylinder with a Uniform 
Isotropic Boundary Condition and a Gaussian Energy Profile 
For another simple geometry, consider a solid aluminum (27A1) cylinder occupying the 
region x2 + y2 < 162, 0 < z < 36 to be the target. The boundary will be irradiated by 
a uniform isotropic beam of iron (56Fe) ions with mean energy E0 = 1000 MeV/amu 
and energy spread sE = 10 MeV/amu. In the figures to follow, figures 75-78, the 
oxygen (160) fragment flux is represented as a function of inclination angle, 7 (Deg), 
and energy E (MeV/amu). Various values of a (Deg) and several target points within 
the material are tested. 
These figures illustrate the variation of the fragment flux with the distance that 
the ion has traveled into the material. The contour of the target material is evident 
within these figures. 
FIGURE 75: The first generation 1 60 fragment flux at (0,0,0) with a = 0 Deg. 
> 
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FIGURE 76: The first generation 1 60 fragment flux at (14,0,9) with a = 0 Deg. 
t»et*> v 




FIGURE 78: The first generation 1 60 fragment flux at (14,0,9) with a = 180 Deg 
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V.5 GCR BOUNDARY CONDITION 
From previous analysis, it has been shown that the primary flux for a GCR energy 
spectrum is given by equation (158). The production density is therefore given by 
/•oo pit 
A]Jx,Cl,E] = / dHl0-3rn(Hi)fE(E,Hi) / d9 sin 9 fQ(9, Hi 
JE Jo 
• P dpH[-Cli • „ ( x i ) ] M ^ | ^ F m ( ^ ) , (227) 
Jo rm\.tli)Dm(tli) 
where E^ « Em(p — p', Hx). Lastly, since fE(E, Hi) is sharply peaked, the energy 
integral can be evaluated in the usual way and yields the approximation 
A i f x n F 1 _ f f (f^Pm(E1m(p-p',E))Sm(E1m(p-p',E)) pl -
A
3m[x^l'E\ - o-3m{E) - - - bm(Em(p- p ,E)), 
(228) 
where E = E + Es[Em(p — p', Eo)]. The first generation fragment flux is then given 
by the integral 
4<*.«• *> = 1 1 ^ ' P S ^ ^ ' ' " • *"]• <2 2 9> 
where E" = E3(p — p", E), and needs to be evaluated by numerical quadrature. 
An alternative expression for the first generation fragment flux can be obtained 
by making use of the fundamental property of the Green's function that allows us to 
write 
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<j>)(x,Cl,E) = [G 1 .F] , (x ,n ,£ , ) 
= J2 f dx0 [ dCl0 f dEoG]k(x,Xo,Cl,Clo,E,Eo)Fk(Eo) 
k>3 JdV J An JE 
v ^ f , f ,n f°° ,„ H[-Cl-n(x')] 
= J2 dx0 dClo / dEo- [ y h 
i.^,„ JdV J An JE 2-KKx\dux' x dvx'\sx 
• exp < -






 e x f ( i - n - n 0 ) 2 | 
usu ^ I 2s2n J 
L \V2sl(p*)f \V2sl(p*)j Fk(Ep) 
1£JE 2g'jk(p*)[ \V2sl(p*)j 
(230) 
V.5.1 First Generation Flux in a Half-space with a GCR Boundary Con-
dition 
Let V be the half-space, z > 0, whose boundary dV is the xy-plane. In this case, 
the measured GCR particle flux associated with the 1977 solar minimum [11] will 
be taken as the incoming flux. Thus, the boundary condition will take the form of 
equation (183). 
Following our previous analysis, the first generation fragment flux <f)](x, Cl,E) is 
represented by equation (230). 
Figures 79-81 show the oxygen (160) first generation fragment flux from the iron 
(56Fe) component of the GCR as a function of 7 (Deg) and energy E (MeV/amu), at 
depths z = 5,10, and 15 g/cm2 of aluminum (27A1) respectively. In this case, there 
is axial symmetry about the z-direction and therefore, the results are presented only 
for the case in which a = 0 (Deg). As seen in the figures to follow, the number of 
fragments are increasing with depth until approximately 80 degrees where a large 
decrease with depth occurs as the stopping range of the ion is approached. Close 
to the boundary, the flux of fragments will be low, which is why there is still an 
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increase in the flux at a relatively shallow depth. These fragments will accumulate 
with increased depth and will eventually peak as is shown in the first figure. The 
other two figures show that with increasing depth, the number of fragments decrease 
as the stopping range is approached. 
FIGURE 79: The first generation 1 60 fragment flux at depth z = 5 g/cm2 with 
a = 0 Deg. associated with the 56Fe component of the GCR. 
FIGURE 80: The first generation 1 60 fragment flux at depth z = 10 g/cm2 with 
a = 0 Deg. associated with the 56Fe component of the GCR. 
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FIGURE 81: The first generation 1 60 fragment flux at depth z = 15 g/cm2 with 
a = 0 Deg. associated with the 56Fe component of the GCR. 
V.5.2 First Generation Flux in a Circular Cylinder with a GCR Bound-
ary Condition 
Next, we can consider the target to be a solid aluminum (27A1) cylinder occupying the 
region x2 + y2 < 162, 0 < z < 36. The boundary will be irradiated by the measured 
GCR type m particle flux associated with the 1977 solar minimum [11]. In the figures 
to follow, figures 82-85, the oxygen (160) first generation fragment flux from the iron 
(56Fe) component of the GCR is represented as a function of 7 (Deg) and energy E 
(MeV/amu). Various values of a (Deg) and several target points within the material 
will be tested. 
As 7 varies, the distance that the secondary ion has traveled changes depending 
on the position of the point inside the material. 
FIGURE 82: The first generation 1 60 fragment flux at (0,0,0) with a = 0 Deg. 
associated with the 56Fe component of the GCR. 
FIGURE 83: The first generation 1 60 fragment flux at (14,0,9) with a = 0 Deg. 
associated with the 56Fe component of the GCR. 
FIGURE 84: The first generation 1 60 fragment flux at (14,0,9) with a = 90 Deg. 
associated with the 56Fe component of the GCR. 
FIGURE 85: The first generation 1 60 fragment flux at (14,0,9) with a = 180 Deg. 
associated with the 56Fe component of the GCR. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SECOND ORDER GREEN'S FUNCTION 
The third term in the Neumann Series is the second order Green's function, which 
represents the transport of second generation fragments. From the recurrence relation 
(119), it is seen that the second order Green's function is given by the formula 
G2 = (Q • L • S) • G , or in expanded form by 
C2 (xx ClCl F F) - [P PYE2) S3(E2) 
G]m(x,x0,Cl,Cl0,E,Ep) - J^ pAE) . ^ 
•[S-G1]3m(x2,xo,Cl,Cl0,E2,Eo)dp2, (231) 
where X2 = x' + (p2 — p')Cl, E2 = E3(p — p2, E) and 
7 7 1 — 1 
' " * poo p 
\E-G\m(x2,xo,Cl,Clo,E2,Eo) = J2 dIi2 dCl2ajk(Cl,Cl2,E,H2) 
k=3 + l JE2 JAn 
•G\m(x,Xo,Cl2,Clo,H2,Eo). (232) 
As in the primary flux case, the linear production density is defined by, 
A2fcm(x2,x0,n,ft0,£2,£0) = / dH2 f dCl2a3k(Cl,Cl2,E,H: 
J En JAn 2 
•Glm(x,Xo,Cl2,Clo,H2,Eo), (233) 
in which case the second order Green's function can be expressed in the form 
r2 (xx o n FF) - V rpAE2)~sYE2) 
G3m(x,xo,Cl,Clo,E,Eo) - ^ J p i Pj{E) § m 
•A2km(x2, xo, Cl, Cl0, E2, E0)dp2. (234) 
Since the Green's function is a special case of the broad Green's function, or 
ion beam spectrum, only the latter need be examined. Therefore, by making use of 
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equation (198), the linear production density can be expressed as 
/ •TT/2 poo pn/  
A2km(x2,xo,Cl,Cl0,E2,Eo) « / dH2a3k(H2)fE(E2,H2) / sin9fn(9, H2)d9 
JE2 JO 
p2n 
• d(3Glm(x2,xo,Cl2(9,(3),Cl0,H2,Eo). (235) 
Jo 
The angular integrals can be approximated as in the first order Green's function 
case (204) and yields 
poo 




^ ' ^ " T W " * - 2 ? » ' (237) 
1 _
 e x p / (#2 - E3k - E2)2 
Jk \ e]k j 
is very sharply peaked about Ejk = Ejk + E2, where Ejk = Ejk(E2) = ES(E2, A3, Ak) 
is the collision energy downshift (12) for type j fragments produced from type k 
projectiles and ejk = c]k(E2) = o-\\(A3, Ak)^L(E2, A3, Ak)(3L(E2, A3, Ak) is the corre-
sponding width. Therefore, since the other terms in (236) vary slowly with H2, we 
can make the additional approximation 
A2fcm(x2, xo, Cl, Cl0, Ei, Ep) w 2TTo-3k(E3k)G\m(x2, x0 , Cl, Cl0, Ejk, E0). (238) 
On substituting into (234), it now follows that the second order Green's function 
is given by 
G2m(x,x0,Cl,Clo,E,Eo) ~ 2 rP'{%}ff£°AE,k) 
k=i + \JP' ^ ' b3\&) ' 3 \ k=3 + l ' 
•2TrGim(x2, xo, Cl, Cl0, E3k, Eo)dp2. (239) 
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Let 
9km(p") = 9km(p2,p',E3k,Eo;p") 
= Em(p" - p', Eo) - Ek(p2 - p", E3k) - Ekm(Em(p" - p', Eo)), (240) 
and let p\ = p\(p2,p', E3k,E0) be the root of the equation gkm(p") = 0. Then, as 
shown by equation (218), G\m(x2, x0, Cl, ClQ, E3k, E0) is given by 
Cfcm(X2> x 0 , ft, flp, Ejk, Ep) 
H[-Cl • n(x ' ) 
(2Trfl2KxKil\duxl x dvx'\s2xsn 
r (i-ci-cip)2\ 
(u'-u0)2 + (v'-vo)2\ Ckm(p\) 








^ j m \ " m / ) where Ckm(p") = Ckm(p2,p',E3k,E0;p") = „ , „ , „ , „ , „ , * . • 
Pk{E3k)ok{h,3k) fm\Em) 
4m(p'T = sUfi" - P', Ep)2 = sbm(p" - p', Ep)2 + ekm(Em)2, E1 = Ek(p2 - p", Ejk), 
Em = Em(p" - p', E0), and g'km(p") = dp»gkm(p")- It follows that equation (239) can 
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Now, let p2 = p2 be a suitable mean value of p2, which is taken to be l (p ' + p) in 
the computations below, and let E2 = E2(p — p*2,E) = E3(p — p*2,E) and E*k = 
E3k(p - p*2,E) = E3k(E*) + E*2, p* = p\(pl,p',E3k,Eo), and skm = slm(p*). Then, 

















In order to evaluate the remaining integral in (244), it is convenient to introduce 
the functions 
wi(p2) = wi(j,k,m,p,p',E,E0;p2) = gkm(p2,p',E3k,E0;p2) 
= Em(p2 - p', E0) - E3k(E2) - Ekm(Em(p2 - p', Eo)), (245) 
and 
w2(p2) = w2(j, k, m, p, p', E, Ep; p2) = gkm(p2, p', Ejk, E0; p') 
= Ep-Ek(p2-p',E3k(E2))-Ekm(Ep), (246) 
in which case it is found that 
7 7 1 — 1 
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( i ) / A*)/ VI.0 .3 Approx imat ions for W^(p,p') and W^(p,p') 
First observe that wp(p2) (p = 1,2) is a monotone function of p2, and let p2 = pw 
be the solution of the equation wp(p2) = 0. Then, from equations (245) and (246), 
it can be shown that 
and 
Now define, 
PWl ~ P' + — ( A ( £ o ) - Rj(E) +p'- p), 
PW* ~P' + T T ^ T T ^ ^ o ) - R3(E) + p'~ p). 
v k - v 
Pw„ if p' <PW<P 
p' otherwise 
and introduce the linear approximation 
wp(p2) « wp(p2) + w'p(p2)(p2 - p2), 








2 = —p dp2, in equation (248) it is found that 
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function was computed by evaluating the integrals in equation (247) numerically by 
using a simple trapezoidal rule. A comparison was then made between the analytical 
approximation and those obtained by the quadrature results. This comparison is 
shown in figures 86 and 87, which exhibit the oxygen (160) fragment flux at depth z = 
10 g/cm2 when the projectile is taken to be iron (56Fe) with an initial energy of 1000 
(MeV/amu), a width of 10 (MeV/amu), and the target was aluminum (27A1). Note 
that there is good agreement between the results, indicating that the approximations 
used are accurate. 







FIGURE 86: A comparison between the approximate and quadrature solution for 




• approximate solution y=40° 
quadrature solution 
500~ " 1D0D 
E (MeV/amu) 
FIGURE 87: A comparison between the approximate and quadrature solution for 
the second generation 1 60 fragment flux at depth z = 10 g/cm2 for several inclination 
angles (Deg). 
The next two figures show the profile of the secondary oxygen (160) fragment flux 
as a function of initial projectile energy and fragment energy at a depth of z = 10 
g/cm2 of aluminum (27A1) with a iron (56Fe) projectile for both the approximate and 
the quadrature solution. The global similarities between the solutions can be seen in 
these figures. 
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FIGURE 88: Approximate solution for the second generation 1 60 fragment flux with 
varying projectile and fragment energies. 
FIGURE 89: Quadrature solution for the second generation 1 60 fragment flux with 
varying projectile and fragment energies. 
VI.0.4 Second Generation Flux in a Half-space with an Ion Beam Bound-
ary Condition 
For illustrative purposes, an aluminum (27A1) half-space is considered as the target 




y , P3(E*2)S3(E*2)H[-Cl.n(x' 
J-^+l P3(E)S3(E) 2-ns2xKx 
•^3k(E3k)exp f (X'-XQ)
2
 + (yi-yo)2\ 
X 2s\ } 
i f ( l - n - i i o ) 2 ! ckm(P*) 
suKn ^ I 2 4 J 2g'km(p*) 2ir n t 
W£W)-WS(P,PO (254) 
where the boundary, dV, is given by equation (160) and the surface differential, dS, 
is given by equation (161). 
In the following figure, the second generation oxygen (160) fragment flux as a 
function of inclination angle, 7 (Deg), and energy (MeV/amu) at depths z = 5,10,15 
and 30 g/cm2 of aluminum (27A1) with an 1000 MeV/amu iron (56Fe) projectile 
are illustrated. Furthermore, sE = 30 (MeV/amu), sn = 45 (Deg), sx = 1, and 
Clo = (TTfjO, ~7|)- From this figure, it is seen that the fragment flux peaks around 
15 g/cm2. After which, the flux becomes more spread out with energy, but becomes 





FIGURE 90: The second generation 1 60 fragment flux at depths z = 5,10,15, and 
30 g/cm2 with a = 0 Deg. 
For consideration of other target geometries, such as a sphere or cylinder, the 
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surface Jacobian, \dux'xdvx'\, needs to be calculated and the singular points need 
to be considered as was done for the zero order Green's function. 
VI. 1 A UNIFORM ISOTROPIC BOUNDARY CONDITION 
For the special case in which the boundary flux is uniform, isotropic, and has a 
Gaussian energy profile, the primary and first generation flux are given by equation 
(150) and (226) respectively. The second generation fragment flux can be obtained 
by integrating equation (254) over all the boundary points, xo, and all directions, 
Cl0- This yields the result 
#(x,n,£,) 
7 7 1 — 1 
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VI. 1.1 Second Generation Flux in a Half-space with a Uniform Isotropic 
Boundary Condition 
For illustrative purposes, an aluminum half-space is considered as the target mate-
rial of interest. Figures 91-93 show the secondary oxygen (160) fragment flux as a 
function of inclination angle, 7, and energy at depths z = 5,10,15, and 30 g/cm2 of 
aluminum (27A1) with an 1000 MeV/amu iron (56Fe) projectile. In these figures, at 
the smaller depths, the number of fragments are increasing with depth up to approx-
imately 80 degrees where a large decrease with depth occurs as the stopping range of 
the particle is approached. Close to the boundary, there are no fragments produced, 
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FIGURE 93: The second generation 1 60 fragment flux at depth z = 30 g/cm2 with 
a = 0 Deg. 
Next, the second generation fragment flux will be calculated with a GCR bound-
ary condition. 
VI.2 GCR BOUNDARY CONDITION 
Since the GCR is uniform, isotropic, and is a broad function of energy, the corre-
sponding second generation fragment flux can be obtained from the Green's function 
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formalism in the usual way (107). It is therefore given by 
<f>2(x,Cl,E) = [G2-F]3(x,Cl,E) 
N p p poo 




 j E 
N ro-1 • ~ ^oo 
Y V / dx0 / dCl0 / d£< 
™^
 t - ^ i JdV JAn JE 
N m _ 1
 ' ' "°° F , ( ^ ) ^ ( ^ ) gjfc(^fc) 
P3(E)S3(E) V^KnSn m>,7 fc=;+l 
\2\ / /„'_ „.\2
 L/J_„,12 (l-n-fi0) \ / (u'- u0)2 + (V' - Vof 
•
 6XP
 > 25—J 6XP l Sj 
•gr^y K W ) - (^TO(P,P')] Fm(Eo) 
• [W£(P, P') - Wg(p, p')] ^ ( ^ 0 ) . (256) 
VI.2.1 Second Generation Flux in a Half-space with a GCR Boundary 
Condition 
Let V be the half-space z > 0, whose boundary dV is the zy-plane. In this case, 
the measured GCR particle flux associated with the 1977 solar minimum [11] will 
be taken as an incoming flux. Thus, the boundary condition will take the form of 
equation (183). 
Following our previous analysis, the second generation fragment flux 4>J(x, Cl,E) 
is represented by equation (256). 
Figures 94-96 show the oxygen (160) second generation fragment flux associated 
with the (56Fe) component of the GCR as a function of 7 (Deg) and energy E 
(MeV/amu), at depths z = 5,10, and 20 g/cm2 of aluminum (27A1) respectively. In 
this case, there is axial symmetry about the z-direction and therefore, the results are 
presented only for the case in which a = 0 (Deg). As seen in the following figures, the 
number of fragments are increasing with depth until approximately 80 degrees where 
a large decrease with depth occurs as the stopping range of the ion is approached. 
Close to the boundary, there are no second generation fragments produced, which is 
why there is still an increase in fragments at a relatively shallow depth. 
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Fragment Flux 
FIGURE 94: The 1 60 second generation fragment flux at depth z = 5 g/cm2 with 
a = 0 Deg. associated with the 56Fe component of the GCR. 
Fragment Flux 
FIGURE 95: The 1 60 second generation fragment flux at depth z = 10 g/cm2 with 
a = 0 Deg. associated with the 56Fe component of the GCR. 
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FIGURE 96: The 1 60 second generation fragment flux at depth z = 20 g/cm2 with 
a = 0 Deg. associated with the 56Fe component of the GCR. 
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CHAPTER VII 
THE NONPERTURBATIVE NEUMANN SERIES REMAINDER 
For n > 2, the recurrence formula, G n = (Q • L • H)-G™_1, continues to become more 
complicated with each subsequent term. The numerical integration that would be 
involved in each term is computationally expensive and therefore a non-perturbative 
technique is used to estimate the remaining terms in the Neumann series. 
To formulate this approximation, the Boltzmann equation with a unit boundary 
condition is reintroduced, 
[Cl-V-Yls3(E)+o3(E)]G3m[xiXo,Cl,Clo,E,Eo] (257) 
_ poo P 
= J2 / o-3k(Cl,Cl',E,E')Gkm[x,xo,Cl',Clo,E',Eo]dCl'dE', 
m>3JE JAn 
with the boundary condition 
Gjm[x«,,xo,n,n0,.E,,.Eb] = 63m6(Cl-Clo)6(E-Eo)6(xb-x0). (258) 
At sufficiently high energies, the nuclear cross sections are sharply peaked in both 
angle and energy. To take advantage of this fact, the integral flux will be denoted by 
93m(p-p')= ( f G3m(x,x',Cl,Cl',E,E')dCl'dE, (259) 
J®. J An 
where p' < p < p + Rm(E'). 
Using these assumptions, the three dimensional Boltzmann equation reduces to 
the one dimensional linear Boltzmann equation with the straight-ahead approxima-
tion. Thus, the initial value problem is given by 
N . 
dp4>3(p, E) = Y.J a^E' E'^k(P, E')dE' - o-3(E)<t>3(p, E), (260) 
m>3 
with the boundary condition of 
<f>3(p',E) = 63m6(E-E'). (261) 
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With the integral flux described in equation (259) applied to equation (260), the 
Boltzmann equation becomes 
d N 
[j- + o3]g3m(p - P') = /^2 a3k9km(p - p'), (262) 
m>3 
where p' < p < p + Rm(E'), and gkm(0) = 63m-
This has been investigated by Wilson et. al. [13] and it has been shown to have 
the solution of 
93m(p-p') = ^2g"m(p-p') 
n=0 
= 53mg(m) + ajmg(j, m) + ^ ajkakmg(j, k,m) + ..., (263) 
where the g-functions are given by 
g(j) = exp{-a3(p-p')}, (264) 
and 
/ . . . • • \ g(juh,J3,---,jn-l,jn) - 9(jl,J2,J3,---,jn-l,jn+l) 
g(jl,j2,j3, • • -,Jn,Jn+l) = • 
(265) 
It has since been shown in [14, 31] that 
g3m(p ~ P') = Y193k(p ~ P")9km(p" - p'), (266) 
where p' < p" < p. 
At small depths, gjm(p ~ p') is accurately evaluated by the first few terms in 
equation (263). It can then be evaluated at arbitrary depths by making use of the 
above convolution formula. 
For n > 2, there is little variation in the spectral shapes and therefore the follow-
ing assumption can be made, 
G-m(x,x',Cl,Cl',E,E') G2m(x,x',Cl,Cl',E,E') 
9UP-P') ~ 92m{p-P') ' { ' 
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It then follows that the Neumann series remainder can be approximated by 
oo 






 5 9^7) g^~p) 
G2m(x,x',Cl,Cl',E,E')^„n f 
— 9 U T 7 ) — ^ y p - p ) 
G23m(x,x',Cl,Cl',E,E')^_ 
9UP^7) [9Up-p) 
t3m(P ~ P') ~ 9)m(P - P') ~ 923m(p ~ p'Y (268) 
VII.l ION BEAM SPECTRUM 
To calculate the contribution of the Neumann series remainder, the second order 
Green's function given by equation (247) will be used in equation (268). 
For illustrative purposes, an aluminum (27A1) half-space is considered as the target 
material of interest. In the following figure shown below, figure 97, the nonpertur-
bative remainder for an oxygen (160) fragment as a function of inclination angle, 
7 (Deg), and energy (MeV/amu) at depths z = 5,10, and 30 g/cm2 of aluminum 
(27A1) with an 1000 MeV/amu iron (56Fe) projectile are illustrated. Further, sE = 30 
(MeV/amu), s« = 45 (Deg), sx = 1, and Cl0 = (-js, 0, 4=). From this figure, it is seen 
that the magnitude of the nonperturbative remainder increases with depth. Further, 
the flux becomes more spread out with energy, but becomes sharply peaked around 
the mean initial direction of the projectile. 
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FIGURE 97: The nonperturbative remainder at depths (from left to right) z = 5,10, 
and 30 g/cm2 with a = 0 Deg. 
The increase of flux with depth is expected since the contribution is coming from 
the higher order fragment ions. 
For consideration of other target geometries, such as a sphere or cylinder, the 
surface Jacobian, \dux'xdvx'\, needs to be calculated and the singular points need 
to be considered as was done for the zero order Green's function. 
VII.2 UNIFORM ISOTROPIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
For the special case in which the boundary flux is uniform, isotropic, and has a 
Gaussian energy profile, the remainder is obtained by making use of the previously 
derived representation for the second order Green's function given by equation (247). 
In this situation, the flux given by the remainder of the series is represented as 
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m—1 
4>Ny(x,Cl,E) = ^ P3(E*2)S3(E*) - , Ckm(p*) 
khtr P3(E)S3(E) aAE>k)2g'km(p*) 
y/2i . 1 * 
'fcm 
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j m f> - *') - 52m(x - *')]/&,(* - x'). (269) 
VII.2.1 Remainder Flux in a Half-space with a Uniform Isotropic Bound-
ary Condition 
For illustrative purposes, an aluminum half-space is considered as the target material 
of interest. Figures 98-100 demonstrate the nonperturbative remainder for an oxygen 
(160) fragment as a function of inclination angle, 7 (Deg), and energy (MeV/amu) 
at depths z = 5,10, and 30 g/cm2 of aluminum (27A1) with an 1000 MeV/amu iron 
(56Fe) projectile. In these figures, at the smaller depths, the contribution for the 
remainder is small and grows rapidly at approximately 60 degrees when the depth 
into the material has reached the point where the ions are starting to be produced. 
Close to the boundary, there are no remainder fragments produced, which is why 
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FIGURE 98: The nonperturbative remainder at depth z = 5 g/cm2 with a = 0 Deg. 
E 
(B > 0 
£1 
^ 90 energy V*tuM* 
FIGURE 99: The nonperturbative remainder at depth z 
Deg. 
10 g/cm2 with a = 0 
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FIGURE 100: The nonperturbative remainder at depth z = 30 g/cm2 with a 
Deg. 
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VII.3 GCR BOUNDARY CONDITION 
The remainder contribution for the case of a GCR boundary condition can be found 
by calculating 






° P3(E)S3(E) aAE>k) 
K -W, (2) km 2g'km(p*) 
- g]m(x - X') - 92m(x ~ x')]/t3m{x ~ x')-
Fm(Eo)[g3m(x - x') - g° (x - x') 
(270) 
Figures 101-103 show the nonperturbative remainder for an oxygen (160) frag-
ment associated with the iron (56Fe) component of the GCR as a function of incli-
nation angle 7 (Deg) and energy E (MeV/amu), at depths z = 5,10, and 30 g/cm2 
of aluminum (27A1) respectively. In this case, there is axial symmetry about the 
z-direction and therefore, the results are presented only for the case in which a = 0 
(Deg). As seen in the figures to follow, at the smaller depths, the contribution for the 
remainder is small and grows rapidly at approximately 60 degrees when the depth 
into the material has reached the point where the ions are starting to be produced. 
Close to the boundary, there are no fragments produced, which is why there is an 
increase in fragments at a relatively shallow depth. 
enerav 
(NleVlaW 





FIGURE 102: The nonperturbative remainder at depth z 
Deg. 
10 g/cm2 with a = 0 
etieW (HtfJIa"' 
FIGURE 103: The nonperturbative remainder at depth z = 30 g/cm2 with a 
Deg. 
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VII.4 TOTAL FLUX 
Now that the terms of the Neumann series have been approximated, the overall 
flux obtained from this formalism can now be compared with previous data. Before 
making these comparisons, the overall flux will be demonstrated for the ion beam 
spectra boundary conditions. For illustrative purposes, an aluminum (27A1) half-
space is considered as the target material of interest. 
In the figure shown below, figure 104, the total flux given by an 1000 MeV/amu 
iron (56Fe) projectile and an oxygen (160) fragment is illustrated as a function of 
inclination angle, 7 (Deg), and energy (MeV/amu) at depths z = 2,5,10 and 15 
g/cm2 of aluminum (27A1). Further, sE = 30 (MeV/amu), su = 45 (Deg), sx = 1, 
andCl0 = (±0,±). 
Total Flux 
FIGURE 104: The total flux at depths (from left to right) z = 2,5,10, and 15 g/cm2 
from left to right with a = 0 Deg. 
The same general trend that was demonstrated in the previous chapters is again 
seen here. In addition, a similar illustration can be presented for the Galactic Cosmic 
Ray boundary condition. 
In the next chapter, the Neumann series solution obtained in this dissertation 
will be compared with the results presented in [20], in which a one dimensional 
Green's function solution was obtained. In order to do this, the solution obtained 
here will have to be reduced to one dimension. This is done by finding the angle 
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independent integral Green's functions. The purpose of this comparison is to show 
that the solution reduces properly to its one dimensional equivalent by eliminating the 
angular dependance. Recall that the zero order angle independent integral Green's 
function was already derived and was given by (144). In the next chapter, the first 




In this chapter, the angle independent first and second order Green's functions will 
be discussed. This is done in an effort to compare and analyze the differences be-
tween the previously defined one dimensional Neumann series solution [20] and the 
Neumann series solution derived in this dissertation. In addition to the comparisons 
between the two solutions, comparisons will also be made between HZETRN and the 
derived results. 
VIII. 1 INTEGRAL FLUX 
First, consideration is given to the angular independent first order Green's function 
G]m(x,x0,Clo,E,Eo) = f G)m(x,Xo,Cl,Clo,E,Eo)dCl 
JAn 
-»o-n(xQ] f (U'-UO)2 + (V'-VQ)2\ 





where Gl]m(p, p',E, E0) is the one dimensional first order Green's function [20]. 
Similarly, the angular dependent second order Green's function is given by 
G2m(x,Xo,Cl0,E,Eo) = f G23m(x,x0,Cl,Clo,E,Eo)dCl 
JAn 
_ V ^ B3k(P2)Ckm(P*) rT/ t /(l)/ is 






~ / (u1 - up)2 + (v' - vp)2 \ 
•a3k(E3k)expl — j>. (273) 
Notice that for equation (272), the reference to the one dimensional Green's func-
tion given in [20] was not made. This is because in this dissertation, when approx-
imating the Wkm*(p,p') functions, a different choice was made for pp (see equation 
(251)) than was made in [20]. 
VIII.2 VERIFICATION VERSUS ID GRNTRN 
First, the ion beam spectra boundary condition will be used to verify that the fluxes 
given by the angular independent Green's functions (equations (144), (271), and 
(272)) match up with that of the one dimensional Green's functions [20]. For illus-
trative purposes, a one layer slab of aluminum (27A1) will be considered as the target 
and the projectile will be a 1000 MeV/amu iron (56Fe) ion beam. The following fig-
ures will compare the flux obtained from the primary ion as well as the flux obtained 
by the fragment oxygen (160). Furthermore, the energy spread is sE = 30 MeV/amu, 
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FIGURE 105: A comparison of the Fe primary flux at various depths. 
Figure 105 shows that there is good agreement between the two solutions for the 
primary flux calculation. Notice that the flux is shown in a logarithmic scale. To 
demonstrate a quantitative comparison between the two solutions, the /2-norm will 
be used to calculate the differences in the data. Table 3 demonstrates just how close 
these two solutions are. 
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FIGURE 106: A comparison of the O fragment flux at various depths. 
Figure 106 demonstrates the qualitative agreement between the two solutions for 
the fragment flux calculations. Again, the flux is shown in a logarithmic scale. 
In the table below, the l2-novm was used to calculate the quantitative difference 
between the fragment flux calculations for lithium, oxygen, and calcium. The table 
shows that the models are in agreement. 




















These figures indicate that for heavy ions, there is no significant difference between 
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the two solutions when the angular dispersion is taken out. Where the solutions will 
differ is for light ions and lower energies, where there is a broader angular distribution. 
VIII.3 VERIFICATION VERSUS HZETRN 
In addition to demonstrating the agreement between the results for an ion beam 
spectra, the Galactic Cosmic Ray boundary condition can also be explored. For this, 
the comparison will be made between the NASA Langley developed deterministic 
code HZETRN and the Neumann series solution derived in this dissertation. Recall 
that one approach that can be used to calculate the flux for an arbitrary boundary 
condition once the Green's functions are derived is given by equation (107). Also, 
recall that the terms in the Neumann series with a GCR boundary condition are 
given by equations (158), (230), (256), and (270). Notice that these equations can 
be written in terms of the one dimensional Green's functions as follows: 
0?(x, Cl,E) « H[-Cl-n(x'M(P - p', E), (274) 
where 
and 
<P3(P- P,E) = 63m p .E. - Fm(Em), (275) 
poo 
<t>)(x,Cl,E) = dE'G)k(p,p',E,E')Fk(E'), (276) 
JE 
/•oo 




NP(x,Cl,E)= dE'G»kp(p,p',E,E')Fk(E'). (278) 
J
 E 
Using these representations, the iron (56Fe) primary flux as well as the total 
fragment flux generated by lithium (7Li), oxygen (160), and calcium (40Ca) associated 
with the (56Fe) component of the GCR for the 1977 GCR solar minimum will be 
calculated and compared with the results obtained from HZETRN 2005. These 
comparisons are shown in figures 107-110. Note that the magnitudes of the 
flux calculations are not the same in the figures to follow. 
FIGURE 107: A comparison of the 56Fe projectile flux at various depths for the 1977 
GCR solar minimum. 
FIGURE 108: A comparison of the 7Li fragment flux at various depths for the 1977 
GCR solar minimum. 
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FIGURE 109: A comparison of the 1 60 fragment flux at various depths for the 1977 
GCR solar minimum. 
HZETRN 05 5 g/cm2 
HZETRN 05 10 g/cm! 
HZETRN 05 20 g/cm2 
HZETRN 05 30 g/cm2 
3DGRNTRN 5 g/cm2 
Energy MeV/amu 
FIGURE 110: A comparison of the 40Ca fragment flux at various depths for the 1977 
GCR solar minimum. 
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These figures qualitatively demonstrate that the three dimensional Green's func-
tion solution agrees with the results obtained by the deterministic code HZETRN. A 
quantitative comparison will now be done for the results that were illustrated above. 
TABL 5: l2-norm comparing HZETRN and 3D GRNTRN for the iron primary flux. 
5 g/cm2 10 g/cm2 20 g/cm2 30 g/cm2 
iron 4.4981702x10 - 3 5.3995536x10 - 3 4.4955090 xlO"
3 3.0280869 xlO"3 





















The figures show, and the tables confirm, that the two models are in agreement. 
Therefore, it has been demonstrated that the 3D GRNTRN model presented in this 
dissertation matches with previously tested models for both laboratory as well as 
space boundary conditions. 
However, since the data available for a three dimensional ion beam is not readily 
available, the best verification analysis that can be done at this point is the compar-
ison that was made between the solution derived in this dissertation and that of the 
one dimensional equivalent. Also, in terms of the GCR boundary condition, the three 
dimensional calculations that are given by other transport codes were unavailable at 
the time of the development of this dissertation. Therefore, the one dimensional data 
that was used in the comparison with HZETRN is all that can be done at this time. 
Overall, what has been demonstrated is that the three dimensional Green's func-
tion solution derived in this dissertation when collapsed to one dimension agrees with 
the one dimensional Green's function solution [20]. Therefore, according to [32], the 




Meeting the challenge of future space programs will require an accurate and effi-
cient method for performing radiation transport calculations to determine and verify 
shielding requirements. This dissertation presented the formulation of one such code 
by using a Green's function technique. 
First, this dissertation began with the discussion of the model that would be 
used for the cross section input parameter. In analyzing the energy and angular 
distributions, which make up the cross section representation, it was found that the 
approximations were more accurate for heavy ions and for high energies, which was 
expected. 
Following this, the formulation of the problem was presented, in which the Green's 
function technique was used to solve the Boltzmann equation for the transport of 
heavy ions. The solution of the Boltzmann equation ultimately led to a Neumann 
series expansion. This expansion was then approximated term-by-term for the first 
three terms with the remainder being calculated using a non-perturbative technique. 
The terms were defined recursively and were given by the Green's functions derived 
in this dissertation. Each Green's function approximation was determined to be 
accurate by comparing the corresponding approximation with the result obtained by 
quadrature. 
Throughout the formulation of the series, several environments and simple geome-
tries were introduced to demonstrate the influence of both factors on the magnitude 
of the incoming radiation. Two environments that were of particular interest were 
the laboratory and space boundary conditions. Using these environments, the ca-
pability of the derived solution to model the transport of both broad and narrow 
spectra boundary conditions was demonstrated. 
The terms were then combined with the non-perturbative remainder to demon-
strate the overall flux that was approximated by the Green's function solution. Once 
the series was completely approximated, comparisons were made between the one 
dimensional Green's function solution using the straight-ahead approximation and 
the Green's function solution derived in this dissertation by collapsing the solution to 
one dimension by computing the integral flux. Once collapsed, the three dimensional 
Green's function essentially becomes the straight-ahead approximation and thus the 
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two solutions yielded similar results for the laboratory beam boundary condition. 
Since the solution was verified with the one dimensional Green's function solution, 
it was then concluded that the three dimensional solution can also be validated with 
laboratory beam data as was done with the one dimensional solution in [32]. 
The comparison was also made for the GCR boundary condition in which the 
1977 solar minimum data was used as the incoming broad energy spectra. This data 
set was chosen because during this time, the GCR fluxes that were measured were 
higher than the previous solar minimum period in 1965 and subsequently higher than 
most which followed and represented a broad range of energies. It was also chosen 
because this data set is often used as a reference for comparisons. Using this boundary 
condition, the three dimensional Green's function solution was compared with the 
deterministic HZETRN code developed at NASA Langley. This comparison was 
also used as another verification to determine the accuracy of the three dimensional 
Green's function solution. 
The work that can be done on this problem is far from over. One thing that can 
be improved is accuracy of the light ion cross sections that are being used. Before 
this is accomplished, a simple step to improve the accuracy would be to evaluate the 
cross section numerically for these few light ions. However, since there is interest in 
computational efficiency, this is not the optimal solution. 
Also, just as was done with the one dimensional Green's function solution, the 
model should be extended to handle more complicated geometries. Then, more 
useful biological and engineering calculations can be evaluated, such as dose and 
dose equivalent. This will then allow this code to aid in the determination and 
verification of shielding requirements. 
In conclusion, the formulation of the three dimensional Green's function technique 
for the transport of heavy ions in laboratory and space was presented. This accurate 
and efficient method was used to perform radiation calculations for both laboratory 
and space measurements and has been indirectly validated with accelerator results. 
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APPENDIX A 
SOME USEFUL IDENTITIES 
The function 
E3 = E3(p-p',E) = R-X[R3(E)+p- p'] (279) 
introduced above may be interpreted as the energy on entry, of a j-particle that has 
residual energy E MeV/amu after penetrating the transport material to a depth of 
(p — p') g/cm2. The corresponding inverse function is clearly given by 
E3 = E3(p- p', E) = R~l[R3(E) -(p- p')] (280) 
and represents the mean energy at depth (p — p') g/cm2 of a j-particle that entered 
the transport material with energy E MeV/amu. 
B
 dH 
Since R3(E) = J — and R3(E3) = R3(E) — (p — p') we see that 
o S3(H) 




dEE3(p-p',E) = f ^ (282) 
dEE3(p-p',E) = ^ ± (283) 
Now recall that, for a monotone differentiable function f(x), we have 
«J[ / (x) - / (xo)] | / ' (x) |=<J(x-x 0 ) (284) 
then 
S3(Eo)r(ip „ v _ S3(E3) -





§ - ^ [ ( p - pi, E) - Eo] = 5[E -E3(p- pi, Eo)] (286) 
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APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION OF NORMALIZATION CONSTANTS 
The normalization constants Kx and Kn are chosen such that 
/ dxi f dCl0 f dE0F3(xb,Cl,E) = 1, (287) 
JdV Jin JE 
in which case 
53mH[-Cl • n(xb) 1 = [ dxi f dCl0 f dEo—^ 
JdV JAn JE 4 7 r s z A-KS
2SUSE Kx Kn \duxb x dvxb\ 
2 i /"„, „, \2 • ( (ub - uo)  + (vb - Vof \ e X P l ^ ) 
/ ( i - n - n 0 ) 2 ) r (E-E0)2\ exp{—*s—M—&H 
_ f <5jm f (Ub - Up)2 + (Vb - Vp)2 \ 
Jav 2ixs2Kx\duxbxdvxb\ \ 2s2 J 
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U V2^snKu H \ 2 4 J 
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JE V2TTSE { 2s\ J 
It can be seen that the energy integral is equal to 1 and that the directional integral 
can be written as the integral over the spherical polar coordinates 9 and <j>, 
1 =
 KL^^^V^TSL ^hv^expr^H 
1 ,2* r i _ e f_(1 - c o s 9 ) 2 j g . n g 
Using u = 1~^osd, the 9 integral can be evaluated as | erf ( f^- j . Also, the integral 
over 0 will yield 27r, so 










# n I s n 
2s2 
("6 ~ ^o)2 ) 
2s2 J 
r (^-^0)2y 
l 2S2 / . 
(290) 
Also, using £ 
V2sx ' 
p , i r (ub-uo)2\ /•*(«/) i /„ ^7^:expr^^/ = yo ^expH} eft 
l e r f f ^ ^ 
2 V V2sx 
This same result is used for all four remaining integrals, which gives 
=
 -k&rii Uf ~UQ\ _ 1 / u s - tt0 v^s* y 2 e r V ^ s x )} 
l e r f ^ ' ^ V - e r f f " ' " " 0 




Therefore, the normalization constants are given by 
Kr. = e r f ( ^ o \_eri(^-uo V2s 
e r f l ^ ^ l - e r f 
V^s 
\/2s : 
^s - ^ o 
V2sx 
(293) 
-Kn = 7r • erf ( — (294) 
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